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THE PENNY PITCH ENCOURAGES READERS TO CON
TR IBUTE--LETTERSJ ARTICLESJ POETRY AND ART, . 
YOUR ENTR I ES MAY BE PR I NTED. OR I G I NALS 
WI LL NOT BE RETURNED. SEND TO: 

CHARLES CHANCL SR. 
PENNY PITCH 
4128 BROADWAY 
K.C. J MO 64111 

Dear Mr. Chance, 
Well, TIME sure flies, LIFE is strange, 

and NEWSWEEK just keeps on getting strang
er. And speaking of getting stranger, l've 
been closely following the rapid develop
ment of ~ mag since the beginning. I 
even worked for the PITCH once, way back 
when (issue *3) before moving to Lawrence 
"the Jewel of. the Midwest", Kansas to work 
on the future. Well, let me say, your pa-:
per has amazed me .ever since, it being 
free and all. 

Whatever did happen to Warren Stylus, 
anyway? I had heard that he was dead-
crushed, someone said, by a wall of defec
tive record crates. But I also spoke with 
a woman who said she saw him in the vicin
ity of a local used record store with an 
armload of promos. He was even reportedly 
seen hawking "Death Valley Days Are Here 
Again" bumperstickers outside the White 
House early last summer. I don I t know my
self, but I think he would be happy to see 
that the PITCH is still happening; that 
01.(1 Brookes DeSoto is still keeping the 
faith; that the Rev is still administer
ing; that Musso still is the faith. All 
this despite "overwhelIiiing oddities", to 
borrow a phrase from John Lennon. True, it 
may be a bit stranger, but at least now 
there's no way it could ever be confused 
wi th UMKC' s U -NEWS. 

Carry On', 
Dan Mayberry 
Lawrence 
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Dear Dan: 
We have"just spoken to Warren Stylus, 

the true Jewel of the Midwest" and de
spite his keeping an eye out and laying 
low, we at the PITCH have his personal 

~:~~r::~=i!:::K~~K!S V~~~O d~:d ~ !~r!:~~' ob-
session. When we called Warren moments 
ago, the Rutles' "Cheese and Onions" was 
blaring. He reported to the PITCH desk 
that despite "overWhelming oddities", Ri
chard Nixon is considering the seat of 
Senator Harrison Williams, of the 
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PAGE 3 
,set. Warren tells us he's "letting it blow 
over, absorbing a lot" and trying to ma
triculate. Warren also told PITCH sources 
that he is overwhelmed by the life of 
William Allan White, a journalist who 
never graduated from KU' and hobnobbed 
with Presidents. 

Dear Charles, 
I must congratulate you on your intelli

gence and foresight in adding OUB' s Old
Fashioned Jazz. Corner to PENNY PITCH. 
Since I'm neither dead or in the ad busi
ness (not 'too sure about the looney' bin) 
and he is my real Ole Unkel Bob I would 
appreciate being placed on your mailing 
I ist in order to keep tabs on the old 
reprobate. 

Thank you, --his real niece all the way 
from New Jersey, 
Beryl Sortino 
Pluc1cemin, NJ 

Dear Beryl: 
It's hard for even us young snappers at 

the PITCH to keep up with the perpetually 
youthful OUB. The "old reprobate", who is 
in fact the Soul of Good Listening, may be 
read in his latest hair-raising install
ment on page ten. Thanks for the congrat
ulations, we also be-lieve in OUB and good 
ole jazz and aren't sure about the looney 
bin, either. 

Dear Sir, 
Having just moved back to Kansas City, 

after a year in Chicago, a friend intro
~uced me to Mil ton's which, is one great 
Jazz club. Beats any and all in Chicago. 
Anyway, Mil ton introduced me to your out
standing mag; so I, won' t miss even one 
issue, please put me on your mailinglist. 

Thanks, you made my day! 
Doug Gen tile 
Olathe, Ks 

Dear Pitch~ 
I would like to have my name added to 

your mailing list. I have been reading 
your paper for almost a year. It is some
thi,ng I enjoy reading very much. 

The main reason for writing is let LeRoi 
know that his reviews are one of my fav
orite features in the PITCH. LeRoi is the 
best record reviewer I know of. 

Scott Tracht 
, NKCMO 

Dea'r Scott: 
Thanks for your' many compl imen ts, and 

thanks especially for t'he pat on the back 
for poor LeRoi cause he be workin' hard. 

Dear Chance, 
It was a gas reading Chris Kim A's ORI

GIN OF LA in the last issue of the PITCH 
(NO. 12). I just got back from Pemba 
where it is 1690, just in time to sc~re 
on the latest iss';1e. As you probably know, 
there are angel s ~n every ci ty and many 
others have fallen. There's always room 
for a warm spot on an ox-cart (or motor
cycle). Tel~ Ch:::is he might look up Silva, 
my young sp~ral~ng daughter and see that 
she is a fallen angel, too. At lea-st I'll 
know she is in good hands. 

Thanks again for that article and let
te:::. I look forward to any update and gra
ph~cs. My current listening suggestion for 
PITCH readers is NATTY DREAD which was a 
hi t in the Chang Dynasty on my last trip 
;~~~~i~~~ ancient Chit;ese are very pro-

Y<:lUr Friend in Synchronicity, 
S~d Musso, Master of Reality 
Kingdom of Abyssinia 1926 

Dear Sid: 
Keep those letters coming! 

Dear Penny Pitchers, 
Saw your paper at the Romantics 

concert at the Uptown. Please put 
me on your mailing list-! --.. -

Thanks bunches, 
Marta Wakeland 
Nevada, Mo 
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WEST 
byChrisKimA 

Chance--
Okay, so maybe I was a little hasty in my judgement of Los Angeles. No, 

really, it's not tha""'"t"bad here actually. 
Well, to be honest, some of the locals here (mysteriously enough) got hold 

of copies of last month's PITCH and have brought it to my attention that I 
was being too judgemental for only having been here a couple of weeks prior 
to subrnittfii'g my last letter. Cries of "Give LA a chance, Kim AI" ring 
through the halls of my apartment building, the wonderful "Gondolier Apart
ments"--so named for the original structure that stood on this ground (TOrn 
WOlfe ea,t your heart out). You see, Venice was named after the city in Italy / 

;~:;s!~ i{~ :~:i:d t~!~e~~ A~~~~g~i:is i~:;~~f o!o:r~~~s ;hi~~e An~r~h~YOu 
boat drivers stayed--that's 'right--in the Gondolier Apartments. 

Give LA a chance. He Ho--a chance, indeed, Charles. 
As aforementioned, to be honest, 'Los Angeles is a great big place. The 

largest concentration of cities encompasses some 15-18,000 square miles, 
give or take. They have several skyscrapers, not too much unlike those pic
tured above. The space shuttle even lands there. 

But what I don't understand is this: if it's such a wonderful place to be
--this, this Southern California--if it is so wonderful, how come you need 
five keys just to live here? Corning and qoing from this apartment is start
ing to feel like the opening sequence of Get Smart, what with all the secur
ity doors sl,arnrning behind you and what not. Not that I mind, mind you. You 
see, I see the reasoning behind it. No matter how enchanting the picture is 
that someone may paint of LA, unless they've mentioned the local residents, 
you haven't gotten the big picture from them. 

No, the most remarkable thing about this place is the absence cH weather 
and the blatant refusal of the seasons to change. It is because of this, I 
believe, that the people here seemingly rescind the aging process. You walk 
down the Venice boardwalk on any given day (smog permitting--smog is the 
closest reference to weather that they have here) and see literally hundredS 
of people from all walks of life that have all attained the mean (as in 
Greenwich MEAN time) age of 24 years. It is the preferred age group. I my
self'" have used this figure in describing my own chronology. 24 is a handy, 
convenient, round, eVen figure that is also well within legal limitations 
and restrictions. The majority of women here have donned that age group as 
their own. Their real ages range anywhere from 12 to 42. Now this has put us 
men at an obvious disadvantage for at least the younger 1/3 of these women. 
Although I haven't personally researched the legalities of it, but I've known 
for some time that you may as well consider yourself incarcerated for just 
thinking about anyone under 21. 

the 
monastery 
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It is my firm belief that it is the lack of seasonal change that has caused 
these people to refute the natural process of aging. I mean ,'I really, what 
with all of us eith3F facing an upcoming middle age crises, or having already 
faced it--age is a reality with which we all must sOOner or later cope, not 
to mention sentence structure. 

(Speaking of reality, I ran into Sid Musso's daughter, Silva, out on the 
beach. Being the offspring--offsprout--of the Master of Reality certainly 
agrees with her, I must say.) 

Okay, so I'll stop riding Californians. After all, the other day I did hap
pen to speak with Nelson Riddle. Accidently, I admit--I dialed his number by 
mistake-':'but nevertheless I did get a chance to tell him how much I enjoyed 
the "Untouchables" theme music. Do you realize he's had the same phone n\llllber 
since 1962? 1: didn't get a chance to get his address for a PITCH subscription, 
but I'll mention it to him when I congratulate him for doing such a good job 
on the Frank Sinatra Special. 

In fact, believe it or not, many people out here are turning two-ward 
Sinatra for their listening pleasure. I mean, a lot of the 24-year age-group. 
I have a couple of his albums myself, and on those rare occasions that I 
have company, I like to play a little of "old Blue-Eyes". So far, the response 
has been overwhelmingly in favor of Frank. (I had gotten used to people 
threatening me within an inch of my life to not play Sinatra before I moved 
out hEore). The figures are about 5-2 in Frank's favor. That should make Mil
ton happy. Only the coolest people out here listen to Frank Sinatra. 
, Well, that's about it( Sorry I took SO long to write, but I had to get my 

typewriter out of hock before I could get this off you. 
Keep those cards and letters coming! 
Really. 

Chris Kim A 
Best friend to the PITCH 
Venice, Ca 



Well gang here it is Christmas time again. 
For most of you it's a time of cheer and 
good nature, but for us in retail it's the 
most intense and frustrating time of the 
year. I should lose the rest of the hair 
on top of my head by January 1st. 

There will be fewer reviews this issue for 
two reasons, one of which is the aforemen
tioned busy time of year and secondly I 
want to make room for my top 32 records 
for the year. 

One piece of good news I would like to 
mention is that for those of you that are 
either too lazy to read or just plain 
can't read will be able to hear my reviews 
in the very near future on KSAS FM 106J:i. 

I would like to wish everyone a wonderful 
holiday season and I hope everyone has 
lots of good will, happiness, compassion 
and love for thew"holidays and for the en
tire new year. 

SON The Red and the Black 
"',1st $8.98 

Produced by Jerry.Harrison, Dave Jerden 
and Nona Hendryx 

POOR 
FAIR 
AVERAGE OR GOOD 
BETTER TIIAN AVERAGE; VERY GOOD 
EXCELLENT 

IAN DURY Lord U minster 
Polydor 6337 List 8.98 

Produced by Chazs Jankel, Steven Stangly 
and Ian Dury. 

With the fine rhythm section of Sly and 
Robbie and bass and drums Dury has corne up 
with his best record since his classic 
"New Boots and Panties". This one is very 
dance beat oriented with nice patches of 
reggae intermixed. One of the high-lights 
of Lord Upminster is another classic song 
called "Spasticus Autisticus" that takes 
it's place alongside the classic "Sex, 
Drugs and Rock 'n Roll". This is a must 
have for Ian Dury fans. 

***** POLICE/Ghost in the Machine 
A&M 3730 List $8.98 

Produced by The Police and Hugh Padgham 

another classic record 

f'lllllllwl""I!PslIJl~~"'~"N."f$;;l~'r~~I9~~~f!1i:;r;\'!;?~i~?~j~~a~~~~'f'~~l~~ ... , ... '!tU'-.U';O' ~'~h~h~o~~!~!~~a 
cord so accessible to the average listen- reggae with falsetto 
et::':l.'~,:z;e are some really tasty tunes on very prone to growing on 
this LP.Harrison takes a heavy R&B flavor you. They have stuck with their sound and 
and mixes in en<:>ugh spicey rock to' come up have finally become a very marketable band 
wi th a highly palatable collection of that can actually sell records without 
songs. Several of the songs really remind compromising their talents. My hat's off 
me of the sound Rootboy Slim has to the Pol ice. 
accomplished. 

,/ 

J. GEILS BAND/Freeze-Frame 
EMI 17062 List $8.98 

Produced by Seth Justman 

These guys never cease to amaze me. Year 
in and year out they invariably keep pump
ing out quality records and still remain 
in comparative obscurity. With the dis
tinctive vocals of Peter Wolf and unique 
style of harmonica playing of Magic Dick 
the J. Geils Band has etched out a rocking 
blues sound that is unmistakably the J. 
Geils Band. The best way I can find to de
scribe the freshness and high energy they 
maintain is that it sounds like it's still 
fun for them after all th~se years. 

GARY MYRICK & THE FIGURES/Living In a 
Movie Epic 37429 List $8.98 
Produced by Geoff Workman 

Another very good effort from these guys. 
Their sound is very distinctive and has a 
hit potential. Myrick has refined his 
sound ever so slightly from the first al
bum to make what I wO\lld call a post-new
wave sound. I look for a lot of the more 
popular new wave bands to head in this 
same direction tl:iat Myrick seems to be 
headed. 

BOBBY & THE MIDNITES/Same 
Arista 9568 List $8.98 

Produced by Gary Lyons 

This is a really uptempo record featuring 
the Dead I s Bob Weir with other notables 
such as Billy Cobham, Bobby Cochran and 
Alphonso Johnson. Don I t be fooled by the 
likes of Cobham, it's definitely not a 
jazz fusion record. It is straight ahead 
rock that often blisters and always ·cool<!s. 
With the distinctive vocals of Bob Weir 
you can't help liking this record espe
cially if you are a Grateful Dead fan. 

DELBERT McCLINTON/Plain' From the Heart 
Capitol 12188 List $8.98 

Produced by Barry Beckett & the Muscle 
Shoals Ryhthm Section 

Delbert is probably the best blue-eyed 
soul singer there is. He's been making 
great music for almost as many years as I 
have been alive and he just keeps getting 
better. This is his best record since 
"Genuine Cowhide" and rates with some of 
the best things he's eVer done. For anyone' 
who hadn't had the good fortune to listen 
to Delbert play and sing it I S not too 
late. Thi? is as good a record as any to 
be introduced to the raw vital power that 
is involved in his music. Once you've 
heard Delbert you will surely become a 
convert. 

THE CARS/Shake It Up 
Elektra 567 List $8.98 

Produced by Roy Thomas Baker 

This is a much better 'effort than last 
years "Panorama". It has several potential 
hits, but the title track "Shake It Up" is. 
my particular favorite. They have gone 
back to their rock sound with guitar and 
synthesizer leading the way. It seems they 
took a little more time and care in the 
\-lriting of songs this time. The songs seem 
to be less of an effort and more rehearsed. 
It's ,not as good as their first LP but it 
is definitely their next strongest record. 

JAMES BROWN/Can Your Heart Stand It 
Solid Smoke 8013 List $8.98 

This is a fantastic release of some of the 
Soul Brother Number One's best songs. This 
record is guaranteed to make you wanna 
shake 'n push till your heart can't stand 
it. The man· can really wail. 

DEL SHANNON/Drop Down and Get Me 
Elektra 568 List $8.98 

Produced by Torn Petty 

I was afraid this was going to turn out to 
be another-'Tom Petty album, but they pull
ed this one off very slick. With Petty and 
the Heartbreakers backing Del comes out 
fighting and never quits. He does a cover 
of the old Stones tune "Out of Time" that 
could easily be a hit single. The great 
thing about this record is the subtle ap
proach taken by Petty. If you listen real 
hard you can find slight hints of Petty's 
style of guitar and rhythm, but not once 
does it overpower you. Del's vocals are 
still in top shape and the songs are pret
ty strong also. It's a good solid effort 
well worth owning. 

FOOLS FACE/Tell America 
Talk 2036 List $8.98 

Produced by Pat Shikaz;y 

I was truly pleased and amazed at, the high 
tech quality of this, Fools Face's second 
album. They already had impressed me sev- :
eral times over as a live act, but as you 
know prowess on stage never guarantees 
prowess in a studio. I had very high hopes 
for the record and when I heard it, it 
made my jaw drop. While I was listening I 
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kept thinking these guys had taken that 
big step from being a really good band to 
being real professionals in' ability and 
attitude. ObviousLy the record doesn't 
catch the energy involved when they play 
live and I think this was a good idea. In
stead of trying to capture that energy 
they channeled it in the direction of 
playing intensely and faultlessly. The cut 
L5 is (in my opinion) a classic with a lot 
of hit potential if somebody were to wise 
up and give it a chance. I hope the record 
does well because these guys are too good 
to ignore any longer. 

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM/Law and Order 
Asylum 561 List $8.98 

Produced by Lindsey Buckingham 

Cute California crap. 

ALL GREATEST HITS OF BEST OF PACKAGES RE
LEASED FOR X-MAS - ANY LABEL - ANY PRICE 
Produced by ANY ONE 

It's really sad to see all the best of re
cords the labels try to push on the public 
at Christmas time especially from artists 
to damn lazy to get something new and 
fresh out in a year. It ki1ls me to see 
all that wasted vinyl and money wasted on 
below par rehashes of older records when 
there are young, fresh and hungry musi
cians dying to get just a chance at ge 
ting a record contract. So I say--
to all the record labels for their 
stupid support of their dinosaur 
instead of helping new ones 

BEST 

OF 

THE 

NEIL YOUNG~RE'AC'TOR 
Repr1se 2 04 L1st $8.98 
Produced by Neil Young 

This is Neil Young at his best. Raw. The 
raw sound of crazy Horse. The raw sound of 
Neil's voice. Most of all the raw sound of 
Neil's single note leads that just when 
they're about to become monotonous change 
just enough to frost you. There is nothing 
sweet about this record. It is hard, vi
ciousand mean. If you're looking for the 
soft, easy-going acoustic love songs don't 
buy this record. If you like the preten
tiousness of "Tonight's the Night" or "On 
the Beach" then this record ;k.S what you 
want. Take it home and crank the stereo 
and watch your speakers smoke. It's a 
cruel record. 

2) THE CLASH/Sandinista/ CBS-37037 $14.98 

3) HALL AND OATES/Private Eyes/ RCA AFLl-4028 $8.98 

4) BRUCE COCKBURN/Inner City Front/ Milennium BXLl-7761 $8.98 

5) DAVE EDMUNDS/Twangin'/ Swan Song-16034 $8.98 

6) KATE BUSH/Never for Ever/ Harvest-6476 $8.98 

7) RY COODER/Borderline/ WB-3489 $8.98 

8) ROSANNE CASH/Seven Year Ache/ CBS-36905 $8.98 

9) KINKS/Give The People What They Want/ Arista~9567 $8.98 

10) ROLLING STONES/Tattoo You/ Rolling Stone-16052 $8.98 

11) NEIL YOUNG/Reactor/ Reprise-2304 $8.98 

12) POLICE/Ghost in the Machine/ A&M-3730 $8.98 

13) FRANK ZAPPA/You Are What You Is( Barking Pumpkin-37537 $15.98 

14) FOOLS FACE/Tell America/ Talk-2036 $8.9g 

15) GARLAND JEFFREYS/Escape Artist/ CBS-36983 $8.98 

16) TOM VERLAINE/Dream Time/ WB-3539 $8.98 

17) SMOKEY ROBINSON/Being With You/ Tamla-375 $8.98 

18) Z.Z. TOP/El Loco/ WB-3593 $8.98 

19) SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET/Border Wave/ Tacoma-7088 $8.98 I 

20) FLOWERS (ICEHOUSE)/Icehouse/ Import.Regular-37435 $12.98 

21) J. GEILS BAND/Fr~eze-Frame/ EMI-17062 $8.98 

& Crowns/ Hannibal-1308 $8.98 

25) U-2/0ctober/ Island-9680 $8.98 

26) TOM PETTY/Hard promises/ Backstreet-5160 $8.98 

27) GANG OF FOUR/Solid Gold/ WB-3565 $8.98 

28) LITTLE FEAT/Hoy HOY/ WB-3538 $15.98 

29) B.B. KING/There Must Be a Better World Someplace/ MCA-5l62 $8.98 

30) DELBERT McCLINTON/Plain' From the Heart/ EMI-12l88 $8.98 

31) JACK GREEN/Reverse Logic/ RCA AFLl-4l72 $8.98 

32) CURTIS MAYFIELD/Love is the Place/ Boardwalk-33239 $8.98 
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APOTHEOSIS FOR ANWAR.SADAT BY JOANIE HARREll 

Bob & Bob. Even 'backwards, it's still Bob & Bob. For nigh on 
to seven years, LA's first and foremost art team, Bob & Bob 
have been telling it like it is. For the last few weeks, I 
have had the good pleasure of hanging out wi th those guys and 
getting to know more about them. I was even fortunate enough 
to be asked to run an errand for them and pick up their latest 

J 
I 

LP ACROSS AMERICA, which is being released under the M.LT.B. 
(M~ney in the Bank) label. The album is the audio portion of 
their 1981 performance, titled conveniently enough, "Across 
America" . 
Okay, I'll admit I've always been somewhat of a fan of sound
track albums, but this one is truly different. The fact that 
you can still enjoy the album withciut ever having seen the 
performance is just one of it's stronger points. NO, this LP 
stands out because itdoes indeed take you "Across America". 
Interspersed between cuts of several musical artists -Roy 
Acuff, Bob Dylan (no relation), Tex Ritter,. the Germs, Frank 
Sinatra, Talking Heads, and Hank Williams to name but a few-, 
the Bobs take you along with them on their journey to disco
ver this great land of ours. 

Once again Bob & Bob have taken it upon themselves to provide 
us with a little artistic insight. This time about travelling
-across America no less. Now from my own personal experience 
(if you'll recall, I recently traversed half-way across Ameri
ca), I can tell you with some certainty that the Bobs have 
captured the essence of hiway life and have successfully 
transcribed it to vinyl. 
It is, indeed, an album in and .of itself. "They are us and we 
are them. ,,* To be sure, the disc has no beginning, middle, or 
end. It only has two sides because of the physical limitations 
nature has imposed on the record industry. Not letting those 
undeniable boundaries stop them, B & B put together for us a 
collection of many of those things that one will undoubtedly 
see, hear, feel or exper ience while on the road. The word, 
"experience" is the key here, for Bob & Bob are two people who 
believe that in spite of everything else, life and the world 
are here to be experienced, and one should get as many of 
those experiences as one can. 

Granted, Hugo Montenegro it's not. And Clint Eastwood or no, 
it is 'every' bit as chock full of adventure as "The Good, Bad, 
and the Ugly" ever was. Besides: in comparison, it's a lot 
cheaper than driving around yoursel f • Reall7. Ci,iJJt ~ A-

*Adolf Coors Co. 1981. Chr181UaA 
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CONCHATA FERRELL: 
Actress Portrays Real Life 
Homesteading-WHnan 

Co'!ohat:a Fe'1''1'e'tt oo-sta'1'S fJith Rip To'l'n in the film Hea'1'tland~ 
fJh1-oh 1-S based on the t'1'ue stO'1'Y of BZino'1'e Randa'tt StefJa'1't 
a fJidOfJ fJho left Denve'1' fJith he'1' daughte'1' to homestead in .. 
Wyoming in 1910. The film is di'1'eoted by Richa'1'd Pea'1'oe~ fJho 
fJo'1'ked on the documenta'1'Y Hea'1'ts and Minds. Ms. Fe'1''1'ell fJas 
'1'ecently in Kansas City to p'1'omote Hea'1'tland.. and she talked 
fJith film c'1'itic Donna T'1'usse'tt. . 

Q: What made you fJant to play the '1'ole of Elino'1'e? 

A: Well, first of all, I thought she was a hero.ine, in the 
way that she lived her life daily. That you face whatever has 
to be faced, you do whatever work has to be done, and you do 
it all with that thing in the back of your mind, in the pur
suit of a dream. And you don't scream and you don't holler 
and you don't shout. You just simply work toward it. And to 
me, that's a heroine. The other thing too is that I saw a 
little bit of resemblance between the two of us. I saw us both 
as being late starters, and both of us taking a step into the 
unknown that maybe, if we'd truly known about, we might not 
have done. And doing all right in spite of everything. 

Q: What's that stO'1'Y about going to NefJ YO'1'k fJith $200 in 
yOU'1' pU'1'se .. and the fact that you safJ some simila'1'ity betfJeen 
yOU'1' aotions and those of Elino'1'e? 

A: Well, I was twenty-six years old and I was teaching his
tory in West Virginia. And I had wo:r;;tted in a factory and I'd 
waited on tables. I'd been involved in the movement in the 
sixties. I'd lived in a c;:ommune;:CUld I'd put flowers in the 
ends of rifles and I'd done all of that: And I COUldn't find 
whatever it was I was looking for.,·And one day I looked' at roy
sel f in the mirror and I said, "Well, if y~u' re waiting on 
someone to marry you, Chatti, probably it's not going to hap
pen. You're twenty-six already and you're oVerweight, and you 
don't seem about to change that. You're not happy teaching 
school. What would you like to do? What do you want to do 
with your life?" And a little voice from nowhere said to me, 
'Well, you know, I always wanted to be an actor.' And 'I had 
$200 to my name. I put it in my pocket and I went to New York. 
I really didn't know what I. was going to face in llIew York, I 
really didn't. Had I known, I probably would not have had e
nough nerve to go. And I think Elinore Stewart reached a point 
in her life where she was a washerwoman in Denver with a 
seven-year-old daughter, and she was in her thirties. And she, 
looked at her life and went, 'I have been working all my life 
for somebody else. I don't mind working, but I've 9:2.:!:. to do 
something for myself, and something for my daughter.' And the 
Homestead Act was in force then, so she hired herself out as 
a housekeeper to a Wyoming rancher and went west to homestead. 
That's sort of like going out blind, it's sort of like taking 
a bigger bite than you maybe can handle gracefully. But cer
tainly she didn't bite off more' than she could chew. 

Q: Do you find that yOU'1' e:J:pe'1'iences as a st'1'uggling. act'1'ess 
help' you now in yOU'1' t.)o'1'k? 

A: Oh yes, I think so definitely. You use every phase of your 
life. One of the first things I always approach in a character 
is how tTe are similar, because if I can loan little bits and 
pieces of myself to the character, then I'm that much better 
off, because then it feels like me and I don't feel like an a
lien or anything like .that. And then of course characters 
challenge you to find things in yourself, because always it 
comes down to the fact that it's ~. So characters 'challenge 
you to find things. I am tremendously proud of myself that I 
was able to find some things that were natural to Elinore in 
myself. I'd never ridden a horse. I had never plowed a field. 
I had never fooled ,with animals. I had never done any of that 
stuff. And I learned how to do it in a matter of a week and a 
half, because I had to. Elinore was that kind of woman. You 
learned how to do what you had to do because you had to. 

Q: You ''1'e involved fJith the National O'1'ganiaation fo'1' Women. 
What do you think of the fJay fJomen a'1'e depicted in films 
these days? 

A: Well, I think that's changing a bit. I think people like 
Jane Fonda and even Goldie Hawn are seeing to it that the ima
ges are being changed a bit. Of course, you still have Olivia 
Newton-John. You still have what's happening on television, 
which is the jiggle. But I think it's changing a little bit. A 
lot of women have films out this year--that's exciting. Sally 
Field has a new film coming. And certainly Jane, Fonda is re
sponsible for her own life and her own career at this point. 
And it looks like Jackie Bisset is even going to start to pro
duce. So I think probably as these women who have power be
cause they are stars ••• it doesn'.t really matter that they got 
started because they are beautiful, what matters is what they 
make of it. Certainly Robert Redford got started because he 
was beautiful. What has mattered is that he has turned him
self into a truly fine actor and a good and caring director. 
So it's what you make of it, I think. And so hopefully, things 
are changing for us a little bit, that we're going' to see more 
real women and little less Sandra Dee. 

Q: Can you think of a film in the last seve'1'al yea'1'S that you 
thought depicted fJomen in a '1'ealistic fJay? 

A: Well,' I thought The Turning Point. I thought both of the 
women were depicted in a realistl.C way. And then of course 
Julia, but those were two extraordinary women. In Julia, you 
were dealing with Lillian Hellman and her friend Jull.a. I sort 
of like what Ellen Burstyn does. Ellen Burstyn comes very 
close to doing what I consider to be real women out there. 

Q: What do you think a'1'e the basic diffe'1'ences betfJeen a 
fJoman's point of viefJ in 1910 and nOfJ? . 

A: I have to deal with just Elinore' and me. I don't think 
Elinore ever had a political thought. I tend to be rather full 
of political thought, and, I ~m. tt-yingVf1:ry hard to back off and 
get a more objective point of vfew.· I think that the working 
class woman, which is what we're dealing with here, particu
lar~y, )ust di~ what she had to do. You didn't philosophize 

e 
want things, but they don't want to work for them. And I'm a 
big believer in that you've got to work and you've got to be 
willing to pay a certain price to have a dream. 

Q: Healltl«nd.i-s'(.{f} i:.iLJpftftdefttpi'oductioft" but it looks ve'1'y 
pot.ished. f/hyilt' t'hat? 

A: Well, you don't have to have money to be good. The reason 
that it looks so polished is because the people involved were 
good. They were· just willing to do it for no money. Do you 
know what I mean? When I say no money, I mean just enough mo
ney to pay: the rent.:. Certainly nobody got rich off this film. 
Sometimes when there's ~.abUI\dance of money, the mo,ney begins 
to be more important thcln,anyihing else. But because we didn't 
have any, just the making of the movie, the telling of the 
story remained the, most' important thing. Nobody had any com
forts. There were no stars on that set;. 

Q: Hot.) did you p'1'epa'1'e fo'1' the '1'ole? 

A: Well, about the same way I do' for any role. I did a great 
deal of research on the period. I read Elinore's books. And 
the thing, of course, that appealed to me the most about all 
of Elinore's books were her fantasies. You get a hold of some
body's fantasies, you got a pretty good idea of who they are, 
of' the dreams they ~eam ~ thfllY don't talk to anybody. And 
I needed that, becauS~htherole, is basically silent, and I 
needed something to carry around inside that woman to keep her 
alive. I also liked her sense of humor, which helped keep her 
alive, and I worked on that. And then of course I just had to 
learn to accomplish the tasks that were for her everyday 
things, like washing with a wringer when your hands are freez
ing, that kind of stuff. It was more a thing of clearing some 
clutter in my own life away rather than adding things on to 
my life. There are things that I know and that I think Elinore 
couldn't know and couldn't think. 

Q: The fault of some fJomen's films these days fJhen theY''1'e 
set in the past is that they t'1'Y to tack, on this feminist 
message. The fJomenfJouldn't have thought' ,that fJay a hund'1'ed 
yea'1'S ago. :'Phey fJould have thought maybe something simila'1', 
but not thefJay that a tfJentieth-centu'1'Y fJoman fJould think it. 

A: Absolutely, and 1'11 be really honest with you. Some 
people are calling this a woman's film. I can't see it. I 
don't see that it has a feminist message. I'll be honest wi th 
you--I don't see it, and I'm a feminist. To me, it is just 
simply a story about a real woman. It's a statement about 
an American way of life. 

Biog'1'aphy: Donna T'1'ussett is a fitm c'1'itic fo'1' KCUR-FM. She 
studied film at Southe'l'n Iltinois Unive'1'sity and has fJ'1'itten 
fo'1' The KansaiJ City Times and The Kaftsas City Common. She '/Jas 
bo'l'n and '1'aisit'd in Dallas .. Te:x:as and has lived in the Kansas 
City area dUlling the past fou'1' yea'1's. 
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I am an avid movie 
goer, pretty well 
set in what I enjoy. 
These reviews are 
personal taste ~ to 
be used as a baro
meter. Simply com
pare your taste to 
mine and they can 
hopefully save you
a penny here and 
there. See you at 
the ~andy counter. 

Two very fine films that take a look at 
WW II through the eyes of the "folks back 
home", are Donald Sutherland's EYE OF THE 
NEEDLE and Sissy Spacek's RAGGEDY MAN. 

Donald Sutherland is "The Needle", Germa
ny's best spy. In a nutshell, THE NEEDLE 
discovers a decoy invasion force in Eng
land and concludes that Normandy will be 
the sight of the real offensive. Well, ••• 
getting this information back to the Fath
erland makes this movie an incredible 
roller coaster ride of suspense. 

Sutherland is a wonderful bad guy, you 
hate to see his fate catch up with him, 
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action always keeps that from happening. 

Sissy Spacek is divorced, with two chil
dren and stuck at a dead-end job running 
the Gregory, Texas phone company, 24 hrs. 
a day. 

The movie very gracefully deals with the 
tragedy of War, and the attitudes of soc
iety toward divorced women. The entire 
town waits with bated breath for Spacek 
to make one wrong move. Well, she does and 
the consequences are catastrephic. 

THE RAGGEDY MAN? It will suffice to say 
you will laugh, cry and for some unknown 
reason be on the edge of your seat 
throughout most of the film. A very 
Entertaining movie. $3.50 

If Comedy is your idea of a good time, the 
Silver Screen is crawling with your kind 
of fun. 

Bill Murray's STRIPES is a farce on en
listing in the Army. The fun comes at you 
so fast, that the entire movie seems slap
stick, but a couple days later you'll 
still be chuckling over SOme of the ima
ges that the platoon conjures up. So when, 
you're in the mood for just straight 
laughs, check this one out. $2.50 

If you are in the mood for a more solid 
comedy, try THE FOUR SEASONS. Alan Alda 
and half his family turn out a very cal
culated, nearly corny look at life through 
the eyes of , us all. Using Vivaldi's "Four 

,Seasons" to orchestrate life's many sea
sons, sounds pretty corny indeed, however 
the movie is solidly written, paced and . 
directed. You will definitely laugh. Cry? 
Well, you will laugh. $2.00 and KATE NELLIGAN puts in a supporting 

performance that will knock your socks off. 
This film ha; it ,all ~sul;lpellse, romance, Perhaps Escape is why you go to the mo-
intrigue and violence. This is a must if vies, well then ARTHUR is for you. Dudley 
you love a thriller. $3.50 Moore starts the laughter going during the 

titles and never, I mean never, lets up. 
RAGGEDY MAN on the other hand deals with If the film has a weakness, it is LlZA 
the hardships of War on the families MINELLI. With 'all the doors open to her, 
stranded at home. Set in south Texas dur- why she chose this movie, I'll never know. 
in WW II the ace of the movie is slow 'JOHN GIELGUD virtually steals every scene 

~""" •• iii ••• it"ii*i.li_.~_ii •• ~~~~~~'\!''''''i~M~i~~l!yi ~rel',;J:att betWeen them they 
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played out almost everyone of my fanta
,;~~~o For pure Escape do not miss ARTHUR. 

In the nice try category we have AN AMERI
CAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON, also Franco Zeff
irelli's ENDLESS LOVE. 

AMERICAN WEREWOLF as an horror show is 
dreadful, and as a comedy is flat. With 
the exception of the nicely done transi
tions from man to werewolf, the movie 
falls short in every direction it reaches. 
Probably you won't see this movie on TV, 
possibly on cable in a year or so. If you 
are at home and bored, watch it, otherwise 
ignore the press, it's just a good sales 
job! 2 for $1.00 

It's sad when a soundtrack is much better 
than the movie, especially when you have 
America's hottest commodity as the Star. 
As usual, Zeffirelli's cinematography is 
beautiful but endless love scenes of 
Brooke Shields do not make a movie. I know 
life for a teenager is traumatic but come 
on. If all our lives were that heavy, we 
would have a definite shortage of Adults. 
If you need to get out of the house any
way, che~ this out for $1.00, there are 
,some beautiful scenes. 

~brtt Wist gifts . 

Give the gift of music. • ,..,.... 
SPECIAUSTS • RECORDED MUSIC • 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: As Ole Unkel Bob has said regarding his 
taste for music, he is a melodist-believing as did both I was only 16 in 1919 when the count:y had voted dry, 
Jelly RQll Morton and Louis Armstrong who stuck to it and closed the saloons, stopped the brewer~es except those ma-
believed it throughout their careers-that melody and king "near-beer". Older friends sm';lggled ~ pas~ th7 door 
rhythm are most important in music that'appeals to people keeper at the Ship Cafe on the Ven~ce, Cas~forn~a p~er for 
who don't take things too seriously. the "farewell-to-booze" party in January 1920. Fatty Arbuc-

You will never find OUB wearing sandals, sitting alone k1e and some of his rowdie gang sat at~a table nearby. It 
in a monk's robe smoking "gage" in a dimly-lit vestibule was the beginning of the "roaring twenties" with hip flasks, 
listening to a snake charmer's flute trying to get the porkpie hats, racoon coats, long cigarette,holders, bobby 
Cobra back in his basket. Instead, he will be listening sox' spit-curls, short skirts, roadsters w~th rumble seats, 
to traditional JAZZ in his pad over the, garage, si tting JO~ Held Jr. cartoons, hot Jazz music (" Ain't We Got Fun") 
with friends who know how to listen, always with a "cold created b~ negro musicians and being copied by whites who were 
one" within easy reach. still some years away from playing together because of race 

OUB claims the reason for his good health (he's going prejudice in the hotels and ballrooms. , 
on 79) is that his grandmother, who passed quietly at 96, It wasn't until 1934 with the Great Depress~on well un-
taught him as a little "nipper" t.o do things in moderat- derway that the Dorsey brothers decided what, they really 
ion. So OUB quit smoking "gage" when he quit coating his wanted to do _ which was form a smooth sound~ng dance band 
lungs with cigarette tar 20 years ago. with Tommy, Glen Miller, Joe Yuki and Don Mattison on ~rom-

He is not a musician, regrets that he can't even carry bones; George Thow, trumpet; Jimmy Dorsey, alto &,clar~net; 
a tune, doesn't know a glissando from a coelacanth, be- Jack Stacey, alto; Skeets Hurfurt, tenor: Ray McK~nley, drums; 
lieves there are only two kinds of music, good and bad, Roc Hillman, guitar; Delmar Kaplan or Sl~m Taft, bass; Bob Van-
and he either likes it or doesn't. As it says on the back Ep~, piano; Bob crosby, vocals. 
of his calling card, "Septugenarian, self-professed aris- This 1934 band which recorded for Decca was lar?e e~o';lgh to ha~e. 
tocrat, lover of life, eternal youth, old fashioned Jazz swing band punch and small enough to play authe~t~c D~x~eland wh~ch 
aficionado, retired creative advertising writer, bon vi- the Dorseys had been schooled in. If you were w~se enough to buy ~ Decca,LP 
vant, gourmet, inmate in the world of madness, heiress (DL8631) in 1967 titled the "Fabulous Dorseys" you'll know what I m talk~ng 
chaser, seeker of women with 'bundle'''. bo t 

And speaking of women with "bundle" (bread), OUB on one a F~liowing the career of Tommy over the next 22 years until his untimely 
of his numerous trips around the country last summer, death in 1956, the changes'in his band's personnel would take a computer to 
went all the way to Casifornia, as he calls it, to meet keep track of. , 
in person a lady whom he had been corresponding with for In 1935 the Dorsey brothers band was play~ng to a packed audience at the 
some time but never met in person, only to find she smo- Glen Island Casino near New Rochelle 
ked strong cigars, wore a yellow wig and looked like Er- in Westchester county, NY when hot
nest Borgnine dressed up like Mae West. OUB says his sus- tempered Tommy got in an argument with 
picions should have been aroused when she refused to send Jimmy about the tempo at which the 
him a picture of herself or answer his question regarding band was playing. It ended with Tommy 
smoking. " , ,,' , , blowing a loud "raspberry" on his 

He says h~s new ass~gnment wr~t~ng about records, for 'trombone and walking off the stand, 
PENNY PITCH is fun. He also says ~t's easy since.~os~ of which started Tommy on his career as 
the albums he writes about are re~ssues: a clear ~nd~ca- a band leader on his own. 
tion they are good. "Who would reissue a turkey?", OUB During the next year, after taking 0-

asks rightfully. ver the nucleus of a band formed by 
He likes to mix his own experiences and knowledge of Joe Haymes the well-known piano play-

musicians in his writing, as you will notice in his. e~ arrang~r and band leader noted for 
piece about the Dorseys and their new release from RCA fo~ming bands for others to lead, Tom-
Bluebird series. my put together the great band which 

Okay OUB what do you have for.the folks today? made the recordings in this 2-record 
, 'set just released by RCA titled The 

TOMMY DORSEY/The Complete Tommy Qprsey Vol.VII 1938 Complete Tommy Dorsey Volume VII. The 
Bluebird AXM2-5582 List $11.98 personnel of this band includes of 

George T. Simon in his,book THE BIGlBMD$ ''8aid,"In :·~g~~.'~~~~~;~ill~~[~x,~6f;,.~jf!ifl_t~~ifi~i!1 
trospect and in big band history ••• Tommy Dorsey's comes to KC several times each year) 
be recognized as the greatest all-round dance band of and Earl Hagen trombones; Andy Fer-
them all'. Others may have sounded more creative. Others , retti, Pee Wee Lee Castle, Y<;,-nk 
may have swung harder and more consistently. Others may Lawson and Charl~e 
have developed more distinctive styles. But, of all the Spivak, ~ts 
hundreds of well known bands Tommy Dorsey's could do more 
things better than any other." 

In the fall of 19,22 when I enrolled as a freshman and 
was pledged Sigma Chi at what was then a po-ed "cow-coll
ege" in central Pennsylvania Bucknell University Jan Gar
ber was playing gigs in the hard coal country just ahead 
of Glen Gray, Fred Waring & his brother Tom and other 
classmates at nearby Penn State were a sensation playing 
for fraternity dances allover the territory. The Dorsey 
brothers had left their native Scranton, Pa. and were 
doing record dates with Red Nichols, Gene Goldkette, Ben 
Pollack, the Boswell sisters and in the late twent'ies 
joined the great showman Paul Whiteman along with the 
Teagarden brothers, Jack and Charlie, Bix Beiderbecke, 
Frankie Trumbauer, Joe Venuti, Eddie Lang, Bing crosby, 
Mildred Bailey, Johnny Mercier, Red McKenzie; all destin
ed to become famous in the years ahead when the country 

was on a roaring binge 

for ten years with 



Fred 
stulce and Hymie Shertzer, alto saxes~ 
Skeets Hurfurt and Deane Kincaide, tenor 
saxes; Howard Smith, piano; Carmen Mas
.tren, guitar; Gene Traxler, bass; Maurice 
purtill and Graham Stevenson, drums; 
Edythe Wright and Jack Leonard, vocals. 
If you are a Tommy Dorsey fan this 2-rec
ord set with 32 songs is a must for your 
collection even though you have many of 
the same songs on other releases.· Reason? 
The engineers have done wonders with these 
recordings from wax cut 25 years ago. My 
favorites are songs like "Music Maestro, 
Please", with Edythe Wright singing this 
excellent torch song, "A-Tisket A-Tasket" 
made famous by Ella Fitz but sung a little 
differently by Miss Wright with an assist 
from Tommy and his Clambake Seven, Isham 
Jones' great ballad, "I'll See You In My 
Dreams" with the vocal by Jack Leonard, 
"Hoagy Carmichael's Washboard Blues", 
"Chinatown, My Chinatown", "The Sheik of 
Araby", "The Sweetheart of Sigma Chi", 
"Carolina Moon" and the all-time great hit, 
Pine Top Smith's classic, "Boogie Woogie" 
arranged by Deane Kincaide, which I heard 
on the radio today broadcast by one of the 
local stations playing "The Music of YOur 
Life", KJLA- l2:00am. 
Now if you are just discovering the great 
popular music of the twenties, thirties & 
forties, this is an excellent album to 
start with because it will still be enjoy
ed ten, twenty, yes, fifty years from now. 

Walter Winchell, the famous newspaper col
umnist, wrote in his daily column what 
Tommy's wife, Janie, had said after Tommy 
had died in his sleep in November 1956 at 
age 51. "When Saint Peter," she said, 
"hears how Tommy plays he's going to 
change all the angels' harps to trombones." 

LUCKY MILLINDER'S ORCHESTRA with Sister 
~a Tharpe (1841-1945) Jazz Heritage 
Series Vol. 20 MeA 1319 List $5.98 

As it says in the liner notes on the back 
of this fine album "The dancing crowd of 
the Savoy Ballroom (in New York City) and 

,.similar places wasunquestionei.bly' the most 
critical audience any mu~ician would ever 
have to :t;~~~,.~ .. Uarlem dancers were more. 
sophisticil~ed"than anyone else ••• they 
wanted what the other dancers wanted in 
the rest of the world, the exuberance that 
makes you forget, the dream that lets you 

heyl 

need 
a 
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travel." And Lucius "Lucky" Millinder let 
their feet travel fast and furious. His 
band was equal to the greatest of the Ne
gro bands along with Don Redman, Duke Ell
ington, Cab Calloway, Chick Webb, Jimmy 
Lunceford, Benny Carter, Teddy Hill: 
Claude Hopkins and Erskine Hawkins. 

Where do you suppose the white musicians 
got all their fresh ideas? Listening to 
these Negro bands in Harlem of course! The 
Negro bands copied ideas from each other 
too. Millinder's band was patterned after 
the greatest of the big bands, Fletcher 
Henderson, originator of the swing style. 
(I'll never forget the week in the summer 
of 1924 Fletcher played at "The Willows" 
in my home town of Oakmont, Pa. Kids from 
miles around came to Charleston, to Jitt
erbug. He outdrew two white bands that 
followed him, Rudy Vale~ and Don Bestor.) 

During the 20 years that Millinder fronted 
a dance band he featured some excellent 
soloists: cats like Henry "Red" Allen, 
Charlie Shavers, Harry "Sweets" Edison, 
J .C. Higginbotham, Wilbur. DeParis, Billy 
Kyle, John Kirby, Buster Bailey and the 
excellent alto sax player Talmadge "Tab" 
Smith who is featured on this album along 
with the legendary Rosetta Tharpe - as 
energetic and sweet a singer as any band 
ever had. On two cuts "Rock Daniel" and 
"That's All", Rosetta enhances the li ve
liness of the band with her guitar. I had 
some of these sides on earlier releases, 
but was glad to have this excellent qual
ity reissue. 

DJANGO REINHARDT--Guitar solos/Duets/Trios 
Vol. 2 Inner City 8.98 

Django Reinhardt, an uneducated gypsy who 
never learned to read music, was born in a 
caravan in Belgium in 1910. He was destin
ed to become, like any true gypsy, a fid-

,dle player, but at age 18, while studying 
the violin, a flash fire in his family's 
tent so injured his left hand (see photo 
on album cover) he had the use of only 
three fingers, not enough to finger the 
strings on a violin so he took up the gui
tar and in two years, through determina
tion and hard work, became the greatest, 
most exciting of all .Jazz guitar players, 
and set the style for other Jazz guitar 
players to copy. He was the first non
American of Jazz originality. 
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This album contains 14 original recordings 
of excellent quality considering the fact 
they were recorded 45 years ago. There are 
5 solos, 4 duets and 5 trios with violin 
players Stephane Grapelli, Michel Warlop 
and Eddie South - an American Negro who 
was a pioneer in Jazz violin playing. 
Back-up guitarists include Pierre Ferret 
and Louis Gaste. The bassists are Emanuel 
Soudieux, Louis Vola, Eugene d'Hellemmes 
and Paul Cordonnier. 

My favorites in this collection include 
the old standards, "I'll See You In My 
Dreams", "Alabamy Bound", "Tea for orwo", 
"You Rascal You", "St. Louis Blues" and 
"I Can't Believe That You're In Love With 
Me". 

You old cats who collect Django and the 
Hot Club of France records had better 
latch on to this one as it will probably 
never be reissued. 

OUB is not as upset as he looks in this shot 
taken with Christina Shulze in late 1979 at . 
KCUR-FM. Photo by George Crary. 

;PAUl.SIMON 
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We're all mus ans, cause we know what we like. But when we 
play an instrument, we're picking up a craft. Once we get past 
getting through the craft, then we gotta be creative. Once you 
become creative, you become universal. People talk about Duke 
Ellington, Bernstein, Brahms and Beethoven--in one breath. 
These people span a long period of time. We're talking about 
creative people. Moiart--you know we talk about him like he 
was around yesterday, because he ~l~, he's contributing 
something to our music. Now, I don't know what led me through 
all of this--I'm basically a blues, be-bop, jazz trumpet play
er from Kansas City--I worked with T-Bone Walker, Jimmy With
erspoon and Joe Williams. I'm just as much at home with B.B. 
King as I am with John Cage. But when you get this knowledge 
(ab~ut different kinds of music) it becomes a part of you and 
if you're a:creative musician, you're a total of what you 
know, what you have consumed, and it flows like that. But 
there's an explanation. What £Oth Century music did for me was 
give me an explanation. I could literally write down the 
things John Coltrane was playing--what was avant-garde to the 
untrained ear--I could put it on paper. Because I understood 
the fragmentation. It's like, you know the thing, but ... it's 
like when we were kids, we knew what an airplane was before we 
knew it was an airplane. We knew that thing that was flying 
around up there. Then somebody said, "Hey, look, that's an 
airplane." Then we knew what to call it. That's what 20th Cen
tury music did for me. It allowed me to justify certain tech
niques that before had been frowned upon because they didn't 
fall in the traditional way, and there was no "logical explan
ation"--like the early music of Cecil Taylor. Right on time! 
The early music of Ornette Coleman--we're talking about the 
mid '50's, surely by the early sixties, when he was doing 
The Shape of Jazz to Come (Atlantic 1317 List $8.98)--when 
people-{Ir;theardthis , -they said, "Wowl That's way out." 
Now, we listen to it, and we understand all about that. So ~ou 
see, it's the music yearning to grow. Had listeners-been more 

, versed in the techniques that we're versed in now, they would
've had a much clearer explanation of what was going on in 
that music. Knowing these things opens up your head, to where 
everything is beautiful. 

You see, in this American music we've. got a big circle. 
Some of us zero in on Disco: we rob ourselves. American music 
is a big music. We've got black gospel music, we'v~ got cowboy 
music, we've got bluegrass music, blues, jazz, we've got 20th 
Century compositions--we've got every spiritual music, right? 
So we should use it like a doctor would give it to . If you 
feel blue, listen to something to eliminate we've 

Not FM. Not AM. 

gotta know is what pill' of music t() take at the right time 
for the right symptom. Clear it right up. We've got it here in 
this country. There was this fella, a friend of mine, station
ed at the airbase in Grandview, he would come down into K.C. 
to 12th & Central where I was playing across from the Burles
que, at a bar six nights a week, and bring all his friends to 
hang out. And he was white, and from Knoxville, Tenn. While I 
wason tour I was down there, he saw my name on a poster, so 
he comes across the tracks to the motel where I was staying-
it was in the souL part of town. He was a beautiful ~at, but 
his daddy was the sheriff. So here he comes in his white co'n
vertible, him and his girlfriend, hair blowin' in the wind, 
right? and he drives up to this motel, comes in and everybody 
~ees him, you know? And this is odd to them--everybody knows' 
he's the sheriff's son. He comes in and they show him to my 
room, and we're standing there talking. Bobbie Blue Bland was 
following our tour by two days, and Otis Redding was two days 
in front of us. It was that way in every town. So his girl
friend, we were talking, and she was talking about how much 
she loved Otis Redding. And I said, "Well, he was just here 
two nights ago; did you see him?" And she looked at my friend, 
her boyfriend, right?, and he looked at me and he said, "Look 
Youseff, this is the wrong town for that. When it's on this 
side of the tracks, we don't see it." So now here we've got a 
kind of reverse segregation going on. We've got youngsters 
here ready for the music, open for the music, know all about 
Otis, got all his records--but only as long as they buy them 
downtown on Main Street, and don't cross the line. Otis shows 
up in town on the "sepia circuit" and she-can't go see him. 
Now usually, blacks think of it the other way--"We can't go 
see what we want to go see ..... But this is a reverse thing 
happening. It happens now in New York. But that kind of thing 
cannot stop the music. She still had Otis in her ear. 

Very seldom do I call myself a musicologist, because 
that's like .••. when do you reach the goal? It's like being a 
creative musician: When do you arrive? Last year I thought I 
knew what it was all about, and thiS year I found out half of 
what I knew wasn't right,that I hadn't done enough. Like the' 
Irish having something to do with the Blues. Everybody has had 
something to do with the blues who has lived in this country, 
that helped found it. But somewhere along the way, this music 
that's called black music, there's been a stigma put on it, 
where certain whites believe it's got nothing to do with them. 
The hell it hasn't! Because their grandfather and my grand
father were out there on that plantation together. And ,if 
their grandfather brought in the harmonic and melodic yontent, 
my grandfather brought in the rhvthm. The music is equally his 
and mine. Just because I play it more, that doesn't mean it's 
got nothing to do with you, or that you're not supposed to 
know about it. That is a myth and we've had people on both 
sides to kind of widen that gap for various reasons. But his
tory and tradition do not support that separatist 
It's simple. It's American music. An American is 
He's Chinese, he's Italian, he's he's 
Indian, he's EVERYTRING--if he's 
kind of music we're dealing with. 
bout the way Cecil 

New from ECM: 
EeM. A different wavelength. 

JOHN SURMAN 
The Amazing Adventures 

Of Simon Simon 

"Surman is brilliant, plain and simple, 
and his music is definitely worth 
sE;leking" (New Age). The Amazing 
Adventures Ot Simon Simon is the 
secpnd ECM recording from John 
Surman (saxophones, synthesizers), 
whose first, Upon Reflection, was last 
year's winner as the top jazz album in 
Italy. With special guest, Jack 
DeJohnette. ' 

Also available: 

$j\NFONA 
EG8ER1O GISMONT1 & 
ACADEMIA DE DANCAS 

"Santana is a trip through BraziJian 
rhythms, musical forms and popular 
festivals. Santana also has a 
metaphorical dimension, symbolizing 
Brazilian popular culture in all its 
breadth from solemn to burlesque." 
(From the liner notes by Geraldo 
Carneiro.) A two-album set, one disc 
featuring Egberto Gismonti's Brazilian 
quartet, the other a solo recording with 
Gismonti on guitar and Indian organ. 

JAN GARBAREK 
Eventyr 

Jan Garbarek's Eventyr brings together 
three unique voices from three conti
nents: the Norwegian saxophonist 
Garbarek, the American guitarist John 
Abercrombie and the Brazilian 
percussionist Nana Vasconcelos. 
World music, from three of the most 
original performers working today. 
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FELA ANIKULAPO KUTI 

Th~ following arti~le on FELA was written 
by CLAUDE SANTIAGO. with interview material 
by GERARD and ARMELLE BONNET. It appeared·~ 
in RESEARCH #3 and is published with theiT 
kind permission. I 

FELA ANIKULAPO KUTI IS A LEGENDARY FIGURE IN NIGERIA. HIS 
HOME COUNTRY. HI~ SONGS ARE POPULAR IN WEST AND CENTRAL 
AFRICA. HE IS WELL KNOWN IN GERMANY. FRANCE. AND ITALY. 
BRIAN ENO AND DAVID BYRNE NAME HIM AS A MAIN SOURCE OF' 
INSPIRATION. HE IS THE CREATOR OF THE AFRO-BEAT STYLE AND IS 
UNCOMPROMISING WITH HIS MUSIC AND PERSONAL LIFE. FREEDOM. 
INTENSITY. AND THE NECESSITY TO DANCE ARE PRIMAL TO FELA'S 
MUSIC. " 

gerard': AT THE SHRINE. FELA HAD ALWAYS LARGE BANDS: 2 DRUM
MERS. VARIOUS PERCUSSIONISTS ON TAM-TAMS. SHEKERES AND OTHER 
tNSTRUMENTS. A BASS. A KEYBOARD PLAYER. 2 GUITARISTS. AND A 
FULL HnRN/REED SECTION OF 4 OR 5 PEOPLE. AFTER LONG INSTRU~' 
MENTAL PIECES. FELA WOULD JUMP ONSTAGE. HE WAS ALL OVER THE 
PLACE. DANCING. ADDRESSING INDIVIDUALS IN THE CROWD. GRABBING 
HIS SAXOPHONE FROM THE GUY IN CHARGE OF THE INSTRUMENTS AND 
DRUGS. DOING LONG SOLOS. HIS STRONG VOICE WAS ANSWERED BY "rHE 
CHOIR OF THE WOMEN. THE WAY THEY DO IN BUSH MUSIC. A SONG COULD 
LAST A HALF HOUR. 

armelle: THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY IN THAT HOUSE WAS VERY HIGH 
AND FAST. TO ENTER. WE'D HAVE TO PASS THE GATE WHERE GANGS OF 
GUYS WERE HANGING AROUND. THEY ,WERE CHECKING "fHE-NUMEROUS VI .... 
SITORS. JUST INCASE SOMEBODY WITH A PtSTOL .•. FELA WAS USUALLY 
RECEIVING IN WHAT YOU COULD CALL A LIVING ROOM--A LARGE KITCH~N 
SIZE,R'OOM WITH A BUNCH OF MATTRESSES AND A HUGE SOUND SYSTEi'i 
'BLASTING WITH AFRICAN MUSIC. JAZZ ORR&B AT ALL TIMES. HIS, __ 
PRESENCE IS SOMETHING UNFORGETTABLE. HE IS NOT VERY TALL BUT HE 
LOOKS VERY STRONG. FELINE. AS HE USUALLY WEARS ONLY SMALL. BI 
KINIS. YOU CAN SEE MANY SCARS ON HIS BODY. ONE DAY. WHILE WE 

DRUGS WERF CONCERNED. CANNABIS SEEMED TO PLAY THE SAME ROLE I~ 
PLAYS TRADITIONALLY IN JAI'1AICA WITH RASTAFARIANS. "A BIG CLOUD 
OF GANJA FILLED THE ROOM FULL OF PEOPLE. THE 'GIRLS'(DANCERS 
AND SINGERS OF THE GROUP) WER'E TAKING GOOD CARE OF FELA. AND 
AT TIMES HE WOULD DISAPPEAR WITH ONE OF THEM IN~IS PRIVATE 
QUARTERS.. ' 

USING THE TREASURES OF AFRICAN MUSIC AS WELL AS OTHER 1'1USICAL 
IDIOMS--IN PARTICULAR THE JAZZ ONE WITH ITS SPIRIT OF IMPROV~ 
ISATION--HE CREATED A FULLY MODERN SOUND. FELA. ORIGINAL MUSIC
IAN. COMPOSER. ARRANGER AND PRODUCER IS ALSO A POWERFUL SINGER' 
WHETHER HE SINGS IN HIS NATIVE YORUBA. IN ASHANTI FROM GHANA. 
OR IN PIDGIN-ENGLISH. WHETHER HE SINGS ABOUT COLONIAL MENTAL~TY 
OR ABOUT THE BEAUTIFUL BREASTS OF HIS AFRICAN SISTERS. FELA 
CREATES SOME OF THE-MOST- DANCEABLE MUSIC ON THE PLANET. 

FELA AND HIS BAND WENT TO NEW YORK IN 1969--A GREAT BAND THAT 
NOBODY KNEW ABOUT AND NO PROMOTER WANTED TO BOOK. IN A RECENT 
INTERVIEW WITH MARTIN MESSONIER ON RADIO FRANCE, FELA RECALLED 
THE DIFFICULT TOUR WITH BITTERNESS: "THE TOUR WAS NOT GOING 
WELL FOR DIFFERENT REASONS; FIRST. I DIDN'T EVEN HAVE A VISA' 
AND I WENT EVERYWHERE BUT AS SOON AS THE PROMOTERS KNEW THAT'~E 
WERE AFRICANS THEY DIDN'T EVEN WANT ,TO HEAR US. AFRICAN MUSIC 
MEANT NOTHING TO THESE GUYS. IT'S NEW YORK CIT~, THAT AWOKE M¥ 
POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS. THIS CITY IS HARD TO BELIEVE--IT '5 
TOO MUCH. REALLY TOO MUCH. I FELT LIKE A COCKROACH THERE.·i . 

IN LOS ANGELES. FELA MET SOME MEMBERS OF THE BLACK PANTHER 
PARTY WHOSE LEADERS WERE AT THE TIME THE TARGETS OF A PHYSICAL 
LIQUIDATION CAMPAIGN. "WE HAD LONG ,CONVERSATIONS AND I WAS 
READING A LOT. I DISCOVERED THE REAL STORY OF BLACK PEOPLe NOT 
THE ONE YOU LEARN IN NIGERIA. AFRICA HAS ITS OWN ,TRADITIONS AND 
SPECIFICITIES. I STARTED LOOKING FOR MY OWN RHYTHM. THIS IS THe 
GIFT THAT I RECEIVED FROM AMERICA." 

FELA WAS GAINING INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION AS A MUSICIAN AND 
AS A FREEDOM FIGHTER .... AND THE GENERAL OBASANJO, CHIEF OF THE 
MILITARY GOVERNMENT. ORDERED THE DESTRUCTION OF KALAKUTA 
(FELA'S COMMUNITY) ....• FEBRUARY 18. 1977' A THOUSAND SOtDIERS 
ATTACKED KALAKUTA WITH TEAR GAS. BAZOOKAS. MACHINE GUNS. THE 
RESISTANCE WAS STRONGER THAN EXPECTED AND THE SIEGE LASTED'" 
A DAY. THE WOMEN WERE RAPED. MANY PEOPLE WERE INJURED. FELA'S 
LEG WAS BROKEN. THE SOLDIERS THREW HIS MOTHER OUT THE WINDOI,.,j·· .. 
AND SHE DIED OF HER INJURIES--HIS "POLITICAL. IDEOLOGiCAL. IN
FLUENCIAL MAMMA. SOME PEOPLE ESCAPED. MOST OF THEM WENT TO JAB!. 
AND KALAK UTA WAS BURNED TO THE GROUND." LATER FELA SANG ABOUT 
THE ATTACK ON KALAKUTA IN TWO POWERFUL SONGS WITH A HELLISH 
BEAT: "UNKNOWN SOLDIER" AND "KALAKUTA SHOW". FELA RETURNED TO 
NIGEiIA nNE YEAR-LAT~R. MARRIED HIS 28 DANCERS AND SINGERS, 
AND THE GO-GO'S BECAME QUEENS. HE OPENED KALAK UTA 2 WHERE CON
CERTS AND POLITICAL MEETINGS TOOK PLACE. 

During the Scandal, Fela brought his mother's coffin to 
the steps of General Obasanjo's house-an act that 
needed no comment from journalists and critics. 

IN SEPTEMBER 1979. PUNCH REVEALED AN ENORMOUS SCANDAL: FOUR 
BILLION DOLLARS WERE MISSING FROM THE NIGERIAN NATIONAL PE1!'ROL 
CORPORATIO~ (SOMETHING THE MILITARY 'WOULD HAVE PUT ASIDE FOR 
THEMSELVES AS A BONUS FOR GIVING POWER BACK TO THE CIVILIANS). 
FELA WANTED TO DENOUNCE THE GENERAL CORRUPTION PUBLICLY IN 
FRQNT OF THE FEDERAL COURT, AND ACCORDING TO PATRICE VAN EERSEL 

;,,,t*:~~;,,~~,~, tiH'EE:NTERED THE COURTROOM WITH 13 QUEENS AND A 
GROUP OF FRIENDS. THEY WERE PASSING BIG REEFERS BUT NOBODY 
DARED TO SAY A THING. AND THE JUDGE ONLY ASKED FELA TO COME 
BACK A WEEK LATER WITH AN OFFICIAL APPOINTMENT. DURING THE 
SCANDAL. FELA BROUGHT HIS MOTHER'S COFFIN TO THE STEPS OF 
GENERAL, OBABANJO'S HOUSE--AN ACT THAT NEEDED NO COMMENT' FROM 
THE JOURNALISTS AND CRITICS. 

-FttA. 'NOW FAMOUS. WAS BEING CRITICIZED FOR HIS EGOMANIA. FOR 
THE AUTHORITARIAN WAY HE WOULD RUN HIS 'HAREM' OF 28. FOR Hi~ 

NEW POLITICAL AMBITIONS. NOW HE HAD A PARTY. THE MOVHIENT OF 
THE PEOPLE. AND HE WANTED TO RUN IN THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
OF 1979 UNTIL HE GOT BARRED FROM THE RACE BY THE AUTHORITIES 
WHO WERE AFRAID OF THE IMMENSE POPULARITY OF THE ONE CALLED'''!3Y 
THE PEOPLE THE "BLACK PRESIDENT". HE WILL TRY AGAIN IN 1983. 
FELA RECOGN.IZED THAT "AFRICAN MEN DON'T EASILY 
GIVE RECOGNITION TO WOMEN" AND HE RAN 
HIS POLITICAL CAMPAIGN AS A PURE 
PROVOCATION IN A COUNTRY JUST EMERGED 
FROM 14 YEARS OF ABSOLUTE DICTATORSHIP. 

Look for RESEARCH magazine at PENNY LANE. 

Fat< futber tn'luiries. subscriptions 
, write' to: 

RESEARCH 
20 ROMOLO STREET. 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 

$11. q8 
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~n hearing Billie Holiday for the first 
time, I remember thinking, "It's not the 
Supremes or Marvelettes." These groups, 
and others like them were the standard by 
which all others were judged in my junior 
high school days. 

'A cousin introduced me to Miss Holiday by 
playing one of her records. I remember no
thing about the recording except her voice. 
It sounded strange, as if from another 
dimension. Her voice lingered in my mind, 
even after I told my cousin that I did 
not like her. 

Years passed without my hearing Lady Day. 
High school graduation carne and went, as 
did the euphoria of the moment. College 
served as a bridge between my adolescence 
and adulthood. My childhood idol, Diana 
Ross, was starring in her first film. This 
gave a certain credibility to my early in
fatuation with the Supremes. Hollywood, 
too, appreciated her talent. The movie it
self was so-so, according to critics, al
though her acting was superlative. The 
movie promotions said, "Diana 'Ross i-s 
Billie Holiday". -

My mind was in a quandary over this para
dox. The former lead singer of the 
"swingin'" Supremes portraying this 
strange-voiced woman. 

I began reading articles on the "Billie 
Holiday Stpry". Certain facts jumped out 
at me. "Junkie, former call girl, black 
singer touring the South with a white 
band." I began buying Lady's records and 
reading reviews. 

I agree with the jazz critic who compared 
her vocalizations to the sound of an oboe 
or saxophone. Her'sense of timing and 
harmony was uncanny. 

While :studying in a University b-f Missouri 
Music Appreciation course-~_ I learned that 
Billie revol:utionizedsin-9ing. In a -socio
logy :s:ourse,- I re.ad about the re1ationship_ 
betws.e.n - "Gloomy Sunday" .and suicides in 
Arneric~·;.and Europe. A Black American Hist
.oryprofessor i11u.strated the importance 
of ".strange-Fruit" in relation to the 
1930 t s and 194~'s.· 

This musical tale of lynchings was inter
spersed with dramatic and p~aintive trum
pet solos. It was a protest song during a 
most sensitive period of American History. 
Billie first sang the poem in 1939, and 
gave the words life. Liberals were trying 
to stern the tide of lynchings by pushing 
for anti-lynching 1e9islation. 

The fact that three different areas of 
academic study found Billie Holiday signi
ficant proves that her singing ability 
transcended the common definition of 
singing. 

THE PENNY PITCH 

reflections of a 
latter-day fan, by 

miclHiei greer. 
Alexis DeVeaux wrote in her Holiday bio
graphy, Don't Explain., Billie Hol iday 
"changed the orbit" of music. 

To me, Billie is Jazz and Jazz is Billie. 
This uniquely American musical genre 
thrived during the Jazz Queen's reign. 
Jazz gained new devotees during the Holi
day years. Lady received fan mail from as 
far away as Shanghai, London and Cape 
Town. Thousands flocked to see the Queen 
of Jazz allover America and Europe. They 
carne to see this Black woman with a 5th 
grade education. They left her performan
ces struck by her beauty and mesmerized 
by her unique style. 

Listeners will note a stark contrast be
tween the youthful bounce of her earlier 
recordings, and her later work. Her re
cordings from the late 1950's are master
pieces, as was ~erything she sang. She 
could turn the most mundane lyrics into 
works of art. 

Lady's voice was winding down-during this 
period. You could hear it. Yet, it was 
beautiful, maybe even more beautiful ~han 
ever in a strange way. One writer compared 
her to an aging Matisse reaching "further 
into herself and her talent, stripping 
away the excesses of lightweight tunes in 
favor of a spare and often lilting 
lyricism" . 

Listening to her sing "Glad To Be Unhappy" 
or "But, Beautiful" can evoke tears. Even 
without knowing the Holiday Story, the 
tears can corne because she cut to the 
message and emotion of a song with 
precision. 

In retrospect, Billie Holiday's personal 
problems should not be magnified. Her ta
lent needs no magnification. In her auto- . 
biography she said, "Young kids always ask 
me what my style is derived from and how 
it evolved and all that. What can I tell 
them? If you find a tune and it's got 
something to do with you, you don't have 
to evolve anything. You just feel it, and 
when you sing it other people can feel 
something too. With me, it's got nothing 
to do with working or arranging or rehear
sing. Give me a song I can feel, and it's 
never work. There are a few songs I . feel 
so much I can't stand to sing them, but 
that's something else again. If I had to 
sing "Doggie in the Window", that would 
actually be work. But singing songs like 
"The Man I Love" or "Porgy" is no more 
work than sitting down and eating Chinese 
roast duck and I love roast duck. I've 
lived songs like that. When I sing them 
I live them again and I love them." 

I am still discovering this regal woman's 
gift. It's like reading a wonderful, ex
citing novel that is so beautifully writ
ten that you hate to finish. After I have 
read every song she sang, I will begin 
again on a new musical adventure because 
Lady never sang the same song the same way 
more than once. So, I can keep discovering 
Lady Day again and again. 

Rock Hlouse 
Music Co. 

ANrs 
EVERYONE 

TO 
COME 
IN 

AND 
These two recordings were made about a CHECK 
year before she lay on her death bed in a OUT 
New York hospital. I was beginning elE~men- OUR 
tary school in 1959 when she died. Recent- NE W 
1y, I read about her death. After reading T- SHIRT 
the sad detailsba~kwf~hed that I SHOP! 
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New York to be at her side. I 
stood at Billie's bedside to block 
view--the view of narcotics agents hover
ing about her bed like vultures. I would 
have opened the window wide so that she_ 
could hear protesting Blacks--protesting 
the final humiliating arrest attempt in 
her hospital room. I would sit on her bed
side, hold her hand and be the son she 
never had. I may have said "Lady, - you 
fought a good fight" or maybe said nothing 
at all. Both of us would know with an un
derstanding that transcends words. 

CUSTOM SH I RTSl 
"PLUS GREAT DEALS "ON 

MUSICAL 
EQUIPMENT" 

5126 N.ANTIOCH 
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ART PEPPER/One September Afternoon/Satur
da Ni ht at the Villa eVan uard 

Galaxy 5141 Comtemporary 7644 
List $8.98/List &8.98 

Well, I'm a sucker for about anything Art 
Pepper puts out, and I don't think that 
that is necessarily a biased opinion. As 
the liner notes say, it's amazing enough 
that Pepper is even alive today let alone 
still a'strong player. Also, the fact that 
he has put out so much material in the 
past few years with such a high percentage 
of successes, when many of his contempor
ary's have gone, as they say, commercial. 
This is the man that said he was going to 
be better than Parker. Whether or not he 
succeeded is a trifling point. He is sim
ply one of the best there is, and seems to 
keep high standards\for what he puts out. 
September Afternoon is the follow up to 
the Winter Moon record last spring, and 
Pepper is in top form. His ability to take 
standard material and cliche situations, 
such as the "jazz musician with strings" 
on Winter Moon, and turn it into a fresh 
experience is one reason he is such an en
joyable player. Such is the treat on Sat
urday Night. The final in the three part 
series of live at the Village Vanguard re
cordings from the summer of 1977 is the 
real finale. The last side of the set is 
over sixteen minutes of "Cherokee". Here 
again a standard is reworked to give it a 
new punch. Since the majority of his re
cent material is slow tempo ballads and 
smouldering blues, a cut that swings real
'ly fast is a nice treat. And "Cherokee" 
does just that, to make Saturday Night the 
best of the set. In comparison, September 
Afternoon has only two slower cuts. The 
addition-of guitar on "Brazil" and "Mr. 
Big" is a good contrast to Pepper's sound, 
something I don't remember hearing with ' 
him before. These are two releases that I 
really enjoy, and they lead me to ask: Why 
hasn'~ anyone tried to bring Art Pepper 
to KC? 

RIP RIG & PANIC/God 
Virgin Ltd V22l3 (Import) 

another group 
funk/punk/jazz sound of DEFUNKT, PIGBAG 
etc etc,' ,A<;:tually, RIP RIG & PANIC deny 
that association and the touting that they 
are the latest in the long line of ~next 
big thing" bands from England. Their imme~ 
diate interest would probably be to those 
who follow the new rock and roll, but 
their varied influences such as Sun Ra, 
Ornette and Coltrane should make them of 
some interest to those who like the new 
jazz even though they are not actually a 
"Jazz Group" (whatever that is)., The line
up is a basic four-man outfit; piano. 
bass, sax, drums and occasional guitar and 
miscellaneous percussion. But there are 
several things that make them interesting 
if not plain fun. Their outside contribu
tors for one. Drummer Bruce Smith's wife 
Neneh Cherry, daughter of Don, who sings 
on three cuts, and Don himself who helped 
with production on God and has already re
corded with the groupfor their next al
bum. Another reason is their enjoyment of 
what they're doing that comes across on 
the album. To say they are loosely struc
tured would be putting it mildly: styles 
change from one song to the next'arid the 
most outside lies right: next'to a tilllle in
strumental. From fast and furious dance 
music to vocalese avant-garde to a 
Jarrett-esque piano solo. The playing is 
excellent with lots o,f energy "and" s<?me of 
the best bass clarinet' this side o,f thei 
Rev. Dwight Frizzell. 

WORLD SAXOPHONE QUARTET/W.S.Q. 
Black Saint 46 List $10.98, 

It would be easy to throw the World Saxo
phone Quartet into that bag labeled 
"avant-garde" and ,dismiss them as more 
honkers and squealers, which is, unfor
tunately, what a lot of people do. It 
would be easy except for the simple fact 
that this group swings like no other. The 
subtleties are laid next to screaming 
solos: intricacies combined with those 
primitive, basic elements of Black music. 

Admittedly this is one of those albums 
that is liable to drive people from the 
store, but you can also be mesmerized just 
as easily. They have this built-in tension 
that comes from being perched between 
light lyrical passages and explosive im
:provisation. It's this tension that makes 
,WSQ, so exciting to listen to. And to me 

this is the best re 
bit more polished, and there are eight 
cuts where their last album (Steppin' 
Black Saint 27) had six. W.S.Q. seems ex
actly to the point; on certain cuts Step
~ seemed to drag a bit" and ,the two ex
tra sO~9,s add, sOme variety. Songs range 
from Hamiet Bluiett's "Suite Music" which 

at times like the Ellington orches
rhythm section to David 

group 

The World Saxophone Quartet is Julius 
Hemphill, Ha~iet Bluiett, Oliver Lake and 
David Murray, four musicians that combine 
the primal and the most advanced notions 
of jazz onto an album that swings and 
shouts. 

JAMES BLOOD ULMER/Free Lancing 
Columbia 37493 List $8.98 
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a recen Y Rocker" 
u~mer em~hasize~ that the ~ reason he 
slgned wlth a blg label like CBS after 
having much more freedom with smaller in
dependent labels: was to reach the Black 
audience. He felt his music was being lis
tened to mostly by white audiences. His 
previous albums were either hard to get 
European imports or a limited edition do
mestic release. Free Lancing, his first 
,,for CBS, is Ulmer's stab at a larger mar
ket. James Blood Ulmer is a leading expo
nent of Ornette's harmolodic theory. He is 
half new jazz innovator and half roots
b~sic bluesman: Free Lancing lets both 
'sldes get a good workout, then fuses them 
together for one of the most unique sounds 
around. The production is better than any 
of his previous albums and the performance 
is a bit more focused. Without compromis
ing any of his talent, Ulmer has made this 
album more accessible. This should be the 

in the new fans. 
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Move over Yaga Yaga, Misty in Roots ah 
gwan mash up de place. Yeah mon dem do 
eet too! 

Awhoa, while sifting through a stack of 
mostly mediocre new stuff, Wise and 
Foolish stands out as an LP to be reckoned 
with. From what I can tell, Misty comes out 
o"f.England where their. firs·t alpum",!l!,:i.mply 
called, "Misty in Roots" rode high on the 
charts for several months. Although it was 
very good (for a live recording) !.!!~ 
should be the one to bring them the recog-

~nition they deserve. 

Misty are a ten-piece band with three lead 
vocalists that seem to take turns backing 
one another up. The playing is exception
ally tight and very fresh, no rehash here. 
Two of the vocalists have separately writ
ten all the tunes, each of which stands 

Be ing very much a ge t up and move yah" 
disc, side one blasts off with "BailOut": a 
snappy track that ends with some unus~ally 
tasteful guitar riffs. There are two lead 
guitarists that definitely have a handle 
on what it is to \play "roots" guitar in
stead of Foreigner meets Rockers uptown. 
Next up is "City Blues", a smooth tune with 
a sensual sax snaking in and out. "Wise 
and Foolish" is an outstanding cut with 
thumpy bass, choppy licks, more soulful 
sax and exceptional vocals exclaiming "One 
man wise, one man foolish; Wise man builds 
his house on rock, foolish man builds his 
on sand." Strictly roots throughout. Iry. 
"Live Up" ends' the side in a decidedly up-

~eat style slow~ng down toward the end in 
an amusing dub that's so hot chanees ar~ 
you'll want to play the whole side over 
again! (I and I sure did.) 

Side twei:continues to capture the 1 isten
er~ atteiaion. It's not often a record 
comes al_ng with this manY highlights. 
Sometime~there' S three or four good cuts 
and the"st is less than memorable. But 

~~n this e, Misty in Roots' !?~~~!!.~ 
going to turn a lot of people 
this is only the beginning for 
rootsmen. Tune in and see for 

Pablo Moses surfaced briefly about a· year 
ago with an album call "A Song". Fairly
pedestrian in performance and content, it 
never did take off. Well things are about 
to change. f.~..J:.!!.~~x. has all the "ear
marks" of a hit. 

The band is a mixt.ure of ll.nknowns and ve
terans. Mikey "Boo"Richatds is on drums, 
"Mao" Chung & "Wire" Lindo on guitars, 
Sticky & Scully; percussion, and a certain 
Peter Ashbourne on synthesizer who plays a 
key role (no pun intended). The emphasis 
on synth in this reggae makes for somewhat 
of a departure from the norm, and in this 
case adds a nice touch. It s use is pre
valent but not overbearing. In fact, com
bined with Dean Frazers usual excellence 
on sax it keeps the riddim section jamming .. 
Che~k Frazer's out front blowing on "Dig 
On" and "Sister", this dude £~~. 

Pablo's voice is smooth and expressive. 
He's written all the.tracks and there's 
not a buma-:-claat in the bunch. Personal 
faves include "Last Straw", with a catchy 
hook, the chanty "Pave the Way",the sim
ple and melodic "I See it Everyday" and 
the final cut "Sister" where Dean. Frazer 
steals the show. All in all things look 

. promi sing. 

SCIENTIST/Rids the World of the Evil Curse 
~!.!!~=!~i re ~ --GreenSTeeVes-25LTst$To-:-98 

In case yori don't know by now, Scientist 
is The Dub Master/studio engineer in J.A. 
todaY-:- What King Tubby and Prince Jammy 
began, Scientist takes one step further. 
Talk about being in demand, pick up prac
tically anx.reggae album released in the 
last couPle of years and you're almost 
sure to finJ Scientist at the controls and 
usually at King Tubby's studio. He's work
ed with vi~tually every vocalist and group 

currently recording .in Jamaica. Whereas he 
enhances anybody's sound his real special
ty seems to be creating head-reeling dub 
masterpieces. This album is no exception. 

"Rids the 'World" is typically great stuff 
using the ever-present Roots Radics for 
creating musical mayhem. Mixed on Friday 
the 13th of June the concept is supposed 
to be Spook-dub with track titles like 
"Blood On His Lips", "Your Teeth in My 
Neck" and "Night of the Living Dread". The 
cover features an assortment of geeks and 
ghouls in ominous poses with Scientist ap
parently coming to save the day, or some
thing like that. 

~~x., aside from the ~cc~sion~l weird 
laugh or creaky qoor th1s 1S ma1nly a sel
ection of straight ahead rockers using 
mainly fresh riddims. The only one that 
rang a bell was "The Mummys Shroud" which 
is a great version of Wailing Souls "Fire
house Rock". Par usual there's excellent 
sounds from Flabba Holt - bass, Style 
Scott - drums along with Bingy Bunny and 
Bo Pee on guitars. Horn section courtesy 
of Nambo, D. Frazer and Deadly Headly. 

I'm not sure what it is about dub but I 
can't seem to get enough. I'm always say
ing "Ah, I've heard that before", but 
where?! Half the fun seems is trying to 
figure it out, cause it's always done just 
a lickle ways differnt ya know? 

Anyway, if you haven't got into Scientist 
yet or you need some new dub for your col
lection try "Vampires", it will "scare" 
up the dance. 

~~~~~!FF/Q~~_!~_~~~l~_!?~!-!~~~~! 
MCA 5217 List $8.98 

A lot of people, when they think of reggae, 
yeah, uh Bob Marley and uh .•. 
Jimmy Cliff. And that's o.k.

Jimmy is from Jamaica and 
has been around for quite 

sO-he deserves something. Oh
s prior to this release Jimmy 

had pretty much abandoned the roots sound 
for something I think he felt to be 
commercially palatable. 
But it's hard to knock a legend. As Ivan, 
the lead character in "The Harder They 
Come", Jimm'y epitomized all the things you 
figure an oppressed ghetto yout' man on 
the verge of "making it" might symbolize. 
In other war s what with the classic 
soundtrack from that film, which has been 
the first exposure to reggae for a lot of 
people, I think people expected (and want
ed) more of the same. But somehow Jimmy 
went off course and although his recent 
efforts have had their moments, in general 
they just didn't mak~~;i.t. 

every 
it would 

next to impossible to blow .thi~ t~me." 
They're all here: Sly n' Robb1e, Ch1nna, 
Dr pablo, Santa, DeanFra~er and the list 
goes on. There's not wuchimprovising, 
every cut showcases Jimmy's glossy vocals 
instead. But what the heck it's his record 
right? And fact is it's really not bad. 
And it you like Jimmy already you'll pro
bably be impressed. 

The title .track takes a nod at "rub-a-dub
style" and "one drop style" and what do 
you know, people even like it in a "Jimmy 
Cliff style" ! "Experience" has one of the 
more interesting and developed melodies 
with good percussive ridym. "Majority 
Rule" is a funky piece using Michael Rose 
and Ducky Simpson from Black Uhuru on 
background vocals. "Material World" offers 



lwillieirie reggae review concIvdecI 
some nice licks from "Chinna" but there's 
a baby or someth~ crying in the back
ground at points but that must be because 
"Material world mashing up de boys and 
girls". I get it. "My Philosophy" uses 
catch phrases from most, if not all; of 
Jimmy's hit songs, "sitting in limbo", 
"struggling man","follow your mind", etc. 
And what's 'this? "Chinna" incorporating a 
little slide--hmmm I like it. 

At 'any rate this is a good record, not 
great, but at least it shows J.C. is get
ting back to basics and that's a step in 
the right dir~ction. 

W. Irie's Short Stuff 
********************* 
THE MORWELLS/The Best of The Morwells 

Nighthawk 302 List $8.98 

If this is the best I'd hate to hear 
the worst pass. 

BARRINGTON LEVY/Run Come Ya! 
-P;;"fToTo-L" is t $ 8:-98---
BarrJngton is an innovator. This is his 
fourth LP that I know of and they're all 
great. This one features six new cuts in 
his unique singing style and power-house. 
backup from The Radics. Find out what th1s 
on-e's'all about. 

picked up on Pablo. This record was 
sed in, '79 as an import. And out of 
!!!~ L'P's of his to choose from this is a 
;very good one. Pablo is, of course, the 
~elodica/piano/keyboardist extraordinaire. 
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SAVAN~ts}bJup~rtJl:THMS I 

S a v a!!~~!.!!y'!'!!~--= Mu s i £_2l.-!!.E.~ Vo 1 g 
Nonesuch H-72087 List $5.98 

!i!:.i£~n Jou~--=~_Sea!£~for th~-!~~.! 
~U.!!.ELllues Vanguard 73014/5 ,List $9.98 

I felt welcomed. I felt welcomed inside 
the fellowship of musicians and spirit and 
men and women and children and even self. 
That, basically, is'the "reeling feeling" 
I felt list~ning to these' two albums of 
West African music. That should be enough 
to encourage you to "crossover" and lay 
down for a moment any indifference or re
sistance you might have towards music of 
foreigners, especially those who speak a 
different language. Oh I know my own pre
judices. Number one was having to wade , 
through foreign names and nouns and in
struments mentioned in the liner notes. 
Number two, there was always too much 
tough music coming out of my own immediate 
tradition that I should worry about ex
panding. But thirdly, and most importantly 
regardless as to how hip it would have 
looked to find an album of African or In
dian music in my record stacks - I really 
couldn't work up 'any feelings for. themu
sic. There was no emotional commitment be-
cause ~ stood outside that ticula~ 
existence. 

These two albums ~ridge the gap. I've made 
the commitment. They step up and down the 
long and winding spectrum of great black 
music, black classical music, the bedrock 
for all music, says Cecil Taylor, pianist 
and composer. The complexity and diversity 
point out the evolutionary growth of music 
and the links from style to style, each 
new music taking something from it's pre
decessor and expanding and creating some
thing else. I heard so much Black Ameri~an 
music here, I would break out laughing at 
a familiar phrase. The blues form is so 
strong, if Little Milton at the Club De
Lisa broke it down and squared it off, 
there wouldn't a been no way to tell him 
from a Fulani. 

The music is drama. It's tension and 
rhythm and lyrical. Inane rhythms. Melody, 
kora and flute. I heard circus music with 
latin-american congas laid underneath. An 
1890's marching band'dirge, slowing down 
into a mid tempo "God, the Husband of the 

'Church" methodist church song. Beautiful, 
simple harmonies. Music of celebration, 
sorrow and praise. 

S a v ~!!!!~-!!!..Y.!!!~ and !!E.i£ a n J 0 ~E.£~Z ri n g 
true the saying 'nothing new un~er the 
sun'. What it does, is make you remember 

wide and rich the sun is. 

(~~~---

;These twelve dub-wise tracks will give y<iuJ!~I!!~;;;;]~ 
'a good indication why this artist is one 
of the most acclaimed and talked about 
imus ic ians around. A MUST. 

WAILING SOULS/Firehouse Rock/Wailin£ 
Volcano/Jah Guidance/ List $7.98 each 

In a league by themselves Wailing Souls 
have created two essential works here. 
Both feature the Souls' superb vocals, 
(reminiscent of B.M.&W.) with The Radics 
on backing rydims. If they keep going in 
this extremely forward direction it won't 
be long before they pick up where the 
'Wailers left off. He who feels it knows 
it. SEEN. 

Last but not least, since this is the last 
PITCH before the new year I want to name 
those records I feel to have been the bes 
o~ the bunch, so here goes: 

Best Dub* BABYLON DESTRUCTION/Overnight 
Players--
Best Male Vocal* ALTON ELLIS/Slummin' and 
BUNNY WAlLER/Rock n' Groove 
Best DJ* RANKING JOE/Saturnight Jamdown 
~- ., 

Best Group* WAILING SOULS/Firehouse·" .. Rock 
BestFemale Vocal* SONIA HIGGS/Juvinile 
iieTIiique-t ----- , 
~st LP~~£r~~~ THE RASTAFARIANS 
Best Bac~£r0up Awar!i** ROOT~ RADICS 
Best "All Things to All People Award*** 
SLY N' ROBBIE 

Cool Runnings Amigoes Till We Meet Again
W. Irie 

DAILY ROUTINE ON A GREAT BATTLESHIP ~ 
The waiting is a pain •.• the airplane ride was uptifting and 
with it went my stomach ... Well I saw .Greg Beck walking to
wards me in Orlando airport .•• Feggy Greene's voice took me 
by surprise ••. and quite a few girls just showed up-... I forgot 
to wear my public image at the KC airport •.. The palm trees 
are beautimous ... I can't wait to see the ocean .• my last high 
for awhile was attained in the hyperventilation of the subway 
•.. the round tube of red neon with a half-crooked smile of 
blue moon ..• led us to the terminal .•. S wks old •.. my favorite 
part so far is the airport .•• what a birthday ... but no tears .r::J.~l 
.•• Well it's not what I e~pected •.• but it is •.. A lot of info 
to store ... not much marching yet ..• Food isn't half bad ... a 
lot of people are the same faces •.• just different names .•. 
and only last ones ... eroticism is attained thru my keys & 
tags between my breasts .•. which must be secured at all times 
•. . I-Sheryl, the natty heads •.. and D-Dread, all the little 
boys .•• Widayou wouZd find anything you've ever dreamed about 
••• but I-Me has to keep her head up .•• eyes forward ••• we have 
b0S-sy bee's whja thought they would get ahead •.. but na.l' na .t:1 
na na~na.rna na ••• We have a little bitty, tinsy, tiny girZ 
called Rebel Clay ••. her real name ... I tell ya ... anything's 
possible ••• or real in the Navy .•• march .•• )-2-S-4 .•• and they'v 
never heard of meditation or vegetarian~ .•• Karma save their 
souls ... and Karma have mine.~.Why am I herG. .•• no clocks ••. no 
life while in boot camp .. the rack .•. the head ... the bulkhead 
•. . brightwork •.. the deck ... mass .•. (kaos) formation ..• and ye 
they do think.I'm weird .. and yes, I am ••. but who are they 
judge . •• the cc i8 ok •.. send stamp'8 .. send stamps .. 8end more 
8tamps ... becau8e we have no access to them until 4 weeks off 
•.. come and get me ... send Miss Mel ... kisses •.. hugs ..• think 
of me ... the Orlando airport i8 rea ip ..................... . 
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blues lowdown by JOlIN REDMOND 

George Thorogood recently told "Guitar 
Magazine" (August '81) that he didn't know 
more than three solos! He also said his 
mentor, John Lee Hooker, could take a solo 
using only two notes and get his point 
across. Thorogood's latest album shows 
that he learned Hooker's lesson exceed
ingly well. George takes his style from 
rock-blues' neglected elements; rhythm 
guitar, slide, and vocal delivery. Combin
ing these with sparse solos and a stream
lined, stripped-down rhythm section, The 
Destroyer's music becomes so focused that 
it literally punches you out of your seat 
and gets you dancing., 

ItI~m Wanted", "House of Blue Lights" and 
"Kids From Philly" are the album's 
rockers. The fast arrangements are so 
tight that you don't notice how limited 
the guitar solos are - Blues minimal ism. 

........ "Just Can't Make It" is a speeded-up Hound 
Dog Taylor song. The slide is good, but 
not as striking as the other slide cut -
"Goodbye Baby". This is the album's only 

,blues tempo. The slower beat allows every 
glissando of Thorogood's slide to reso
nate. The sound recording on this and the 
other album cuts is great. 

"One Way Ticke t" is George's John Lee 
Hooker bag - slow, moody, threatening 
vocals; staccatto guitar. 

"Bottom of the Sea" is getting some air
play. It-showcases the Destroyer's style -
fast rock beat, tight rhythm guitar play
ing, ~imple effective solos. 
"Tip On In" is Slim Harpo's sixties R&B 
hit. The Destroyer's make the beat more, 
50ish, more syncopated, but make the tempo 
rock-fast and 80ish. Another Thorogood 
element that is both part of 50's music, 
and neglected by contemporary rock, is his 
use of a saxophone player. Hank carter's 
simple sax lines add an interesting coun
ter to the lead guitar. His style is 50's 
R&B. Nothing fancy, but works very well 
in the Destroyer context. -

Few 50's Rhythm & Blues and Blues records 
were cut without horns. A minority of rock 
and blues records have them today. Not 
only have horns been important in sophis
ticated blues ensembles like B.B. King and 
Bobby BlaQd but also with the first gen
eration city-country blues artists such as 
Howling Wolf and Elmore James. These two 
artist$' former hornmen, Eddie Shaw and 

..... J . T. Brown, have recently released albums. 

J.T. BROWN/Windy City Boogie 
Pearl PI 9 List $7.98 

J.T. Brown played with many Chicago 
artists - Washboard Sam, Eddie Boyd, and 
Little Johnny Jones are some. Hi& best re-

_~ ... cordings were released on Meteor Records. 
They featured duets with Elmore James. 
They are interesting because both players 
subtlely mix their instruments. 

While his latest album has no Meteor re
leases, the re-issue collection is worth 
hearing. The sides are from various dates 
from the 50's for the-United label. Even 
the most rockin' cuts have that 50's 
laid-back tempo that may be a stumbling 
block for hard core blues rock shuffle 
freaks. If you can. get beyond that you'll 
hear some well put together cuts. 

Paradoxically, I found the sidemen more 
interesting than the leader. While J.T. 
is no standout, either as a soloist or as 
a vocalist, his helpers and arrangements 
are something else. Pianist Little Brother 
Montgomery provides unusual keyboard un
derpinnings for most songs. Good stuff -
I've got to review some of his work as a 
leader. Many songs have a second saxophone 
and trumpet which provide J.T. with a lot 
of horn muscle. "Strictly Gone Boogie" and 
"Windy City Boogie" rock hard, partially 
because of this extra push. The album has 
two versions of "Lonely (As a Man Can Be)". 
Guitarist Lee Cooper~s work on the final 
cut is great, but his rehearsal cut is 
superlative. He plays only rhythm licks 
but they so support and extend the vocal
ist's phrases. Cooper could walk up and 
take any rhythm guitarist's job. The whole 
album is worth hearing. 

What can you say about a label that re
leases several albums of previously unob
tainable classic Chess Records sides that 
neither acknowledges Chess nor prints its 
own address. Doesn't sound/ like an author
ized edition? Authorized or not, the Syn
dicate Chapters' two volume Muddy Waters 
set is essential to any blues lover. 
Its previously unobtainable releases docu
ment Waters' developing sound. Starting 
with just a bass and guitar we hear 
Muddy's music flower. The first addition 
was Little Walter's harp, who is surpris
ingly amateurish on "Evan's Shuffle". The 
next member was Elgin Evans, drummer. Af
ter that came Jimmy Rogers, guitar. The 
full fruitation came with Otis Spann's 
piano joining the group. 

Muddy Waters' ensemble differed from con
ventional pre-war blues groups because the 
musicians played with rather than at each 
other. Every note played is to help the 
singer tell his story. Each sound -
strengthens, extends, underscores or re
peats the emotion that the singer articu
lates. As with much gre&t music the less 
said, the less virtuosity, the more unity 
and cooperation, the greater the effect. 

This does not mean the sidemen are never 
-- allowed to strut their stuff. Aside from 

the aforementioned cut Little Walter shows 
the early brilliance that he sustained 
throughout his life. Big Walter Horton re
places him on some cuts. The effects are 
as good. Harp freaks will love "I Don't 

LittleWaltet .• 

Know Why" because it features both harmon
ica players taking turns playing solos. 
Spann and Rogers generally remain in the 

, background. I especially enjoy the cuts 
where Rogers substitutes for the bass 
player. He subtly alters the bass lines 
and mixes chords with his lines, never in
terfering, always strengthening the song's 
mood. His conventionally tuned guitar 
sounds good against Muddy's open "D" tuned 
slide guitar. Muddy actually abandons his 
slide on "Muddy Jumps One". 

Muddy's band brought 'the country blues' 
vigor to the city. They le'arned to direct 
it without taming it. They became the in-
spiration for countless blues artists as 
well as laying the foundation for rock 
groups like the Rolling Stones and George 
Thorogood. No one's understanding of blues 
can be complete without hearing these ear
ly sides. They are available only as rare 
78's or in this collection. Muddy waters 
loses few royalties from editions such as 
this because all early songs remain the 
Chess family's property. Marshall Chess, 
as you recall, was the guy who bought a 
radio station in the early sixties for a 
million dollars cash. He later sold it for 
reportedly ten milliOn dollars. Perhaps a 
good selling pirate edition 
whoever holds title to the 
to release a timate 

LIVE! ! 

LAWRENCE--OFF THE WALL HALL--SAT. NOV. 28. 
THE ANGEL RACE DESCENDED ON OFF THE WALL 

HALL AS SUN RA AND HIS 16 PIECE ARKESTRA 

BLEW EVERYONE AWAY. YOU WILL READ MORE 

ABOUT SUN RA'S PERFORMANCE NEXT ISSUE. BUT 

A QUICK BLURB IS NECESSARY AT PRESS TIME. 

THIS WAS A STOP THE PRESS CONCERT. YES~ 

SPACE PEOPLE~ THE FLOOR~ THE WALLS J IN

DEED EVEN THE CEILING WAS STICKY FROM 

PEOPLE GETTING OFF. A WORD MUST BE SAID 

ABOUT THE SOUND SYSTEM AT OFF THE WALL. 

THE SOUND WAS BEYOND T£RRIBLE. WHO-

EVER IS IN CHARGE OF SOUND MUST BE COM-
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TRIUMPH/Allied Forces 
RCA AFLi 3902 List $8.98 

Triumph is a Canadian trio who are one of 
the most accessible metal bands around. At 
their lightest they can put out good radio 
tunes like their current hits "Magic 
Power" or "Fight the Good Fight" or they 
can compete with Rush for the 2112 space 
rock sound in "Ordinary Man". While Rush 
would like to take us through the "Black
hole of Cygnus X-I", Triumph, on their 
fourth LP, would rather stay here on earth 
and write songs which celebrate the posi
tive thingS about youth and growing up. 
Good clean fun. These guys are supposed 
to be touring, so catch their show, but 
wear the darkest sunglasses you can find, 
their light show is 300 airplane head
lights, no foolin'! 

SAXON/Denim and Leather 
Carrere CBS 37685 L1St $8.98 

THE PENNY PITCH 
ed it. Ronnie James Dio with his powerful 
pipes was a big shot in the arm for this 
group which shows no sign of slowing down, 
although drummer Bill Ward was replaced by 
Vinnie Appice. "The Sign of the Southern 
Cross" and "Falling Off the Edge of the 
World" contain more of the epic "Heaven & 
Hell" type lyrics which make a lot more 
sense after downing a few beers (two 
sixes). "Turn Up the Night" and "The Mob 
Rules" featuring Toni Iommi throwing in a 
generous amount of his buzz-bomb solos 
guaranteed to bring the neighboors over 
and keep you from drifting closer to a 
state of unconsciousness. Over the past 
twelve or thirteen years Sabbath hasn't 
really changed that much, but that's what 
makes them great. 

A: "Hey, got any Sabbath?" 
B: "Sure mon." 
A: "Alright, Paranoid!" 
B: "Naw, it's their new one." 
A: "Oh wow, really?" 

RUSH/Exit Stage Left 
Mercury 2-7001 List $12.98 

There's just no way this group can do jus
tice to their songs live; they are awesome 
on their studio records, but live--well 
they try. Listening to this record is like 
seeing Rush at Kemper and sitting in the 
last row of the upper deck with a football 
helmet on. Alex Liefson's usual dynamic 
guitar playing is reduced to a far away 
whine, Neil Peart sounds like he's hitting 
cardboard boxes and tin cans, and Geddy 
Lee is totally blase in his singing. The 
road has really taken. it's toll on these 
guys, their first Live album, "All the 
world's a Stage" was exciting, intense, 
and most of all sincere. A real disap
pointment from one of my all-time favor
ite bands. 

KIX/Same 
Atlantic 19307 List $8.98 

Kix are from Hagerstqwn, Maryland and 
you've probably never heard of them, but 
if they keep making records like this one, 
you will. I liked these guys from the ~in-

These guys have taken the U.K. and Europe ute the stylus hit the plastic. After the 
by storm and are virtually gods over there. first song I was fine tuning the volume to 
After you hear this record you can see why. the extreme right.~d doing some serious 
"Wheels of Steel" was their American de- headbang'ing. The "main in51.t;.edienthere is 
but and with "Denim and Leather" their energy , but these 9U.Y$ 'lia~ . been doing the 

Van Halen or the previously Sax 
on. But the real Killer here is "Heavy Me 
tal Mania", an absolute anthem for anyone 
who likes it hard, fast and most import- . 
antly loud!! 

DEMON/Night of the Demon 
Carrere (Import) List $8.99 

All the talk in the English press, namely 
Sounds and it's newest creation, Kerrang!, 
which specializes in Heavy Metal prompted 
me to check it out and I'm glad I did. 
Side one follows the theme of the title 
with truly cryptic and sinister lyrics of 
this Sabbath and BOC influenced group. A 
great Halloween record but only if you 
laughed during "The Exorcist" or "Omen" 
movies. Musically,'very tasty stuff. Side 
two is straight-ahead R-n-R in the tradi
tion of those pretty boys BTO. (what?) 

MOLLY HATCHET/Take No Prisoners 
Epic 37480 List $8.98 

Overkill is the Molly Hatchet theory of 
Rock 'n' Roll. Three redundant guitarists, 
a lead singer with the subtlety of a base 
ball bat in the face and a drummer deter
mined to overpower them all. About as much 
fun as a hangover. CBS has got a streak 
going, Jim Steinman, Meatloaf and now Mol
ly Hatchet, yeah, yeah, I know there's one 
born every minute, but that's a lot of 
records. 

IRON MAIDEN/Maiden Japan 
Harvest Capitol 15000 List $5.98 
(Five song E .P.) 

The guitars of Dave Murray and Adrian 
Smith are as startling as the cover gra
phics of their three US LP's and count
less import E.P.'s featuring their hideous 
mascot, affectionately dubbed "Eddie". To 
say these guys are intense is an under
statement. Vocalist Paul Di'anno who was 
recently replaced by Bruce Bruce (that's 
his name) makes Rob Halford of Judas 
Priest sound like Dan Fogelberg, the guy 
is big on the demonic screams. NOT for the 
faint of heart; check out the back of 
their album covers, these guys gotta be 
great live! 

ROS1l!'TA-TTOO/Assault & Battery 
Mirage Atlantic 19312 List $8.98 

fourth LP and second US release they keep bar scene for years so they can play. Kix 
getting better. Saxon writes great songs combines the Rock 'n Roll p'artying, have These 

you can go around humming ,yet' theilt'~-' """'j~~~:'·~~~:ii:t'~~~~~~fi~~~:~~~I'~ift:~f.i!l~~~~~Tiii~~~i~i~r.~~:~~r---:; tar attack of Graham Oliver and Paul Quinn guitar ac . It sounds 
is one of the most powerful around. Lead means one of the best debut albums I've -like Rod Stewart fronting an AM band and 
singer Biff Byford is reminiscent of Bon heard this year. Buy this instead of Lov- trying to sound like ACiD<; on aslo~r 
Scott of AC+DC and it isn't an easy task erboy, unless you like contributing to big speed. These guys should be arrested for 
fronting this mega-metal band. 1981 was business. Assa~lt and 'Battering on my patience. 
the year that everybody finally got hip to 
ACfDC, in '82 if people don't recognize 
the mighty Saxon, it's not my fault. 

BLACK SABBATH/Mob Rules 
WB 3605 List $8.98 

vlhen it comes to really Heeeeaaavvy Metal 
these guys own the copyright, they invent-

HOLOCAUST/The Nightcomers 
Phoenix (Import) PSP LPl List $10.98 

An import record brought to my attention 
by Joe Steinger, our import buyer, to whom 
I'm eternally grateful. This record is 
just a shade less than a classic HM re
cord. "Mavrock" has the old Sabbath sound 

"Smokin Valves" has of 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Well, there it is, I recommend the Saxon, 
Triumph, Black Sabbath and Kix albums and 
the two imports Holocaustan~Demon. Look, 
for new releases by ACtDC (should be out 
before you read this), Sammy Hagar, KISS 
and Aerosmith. 
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project. He's a very knowledgeable individual. 

S. What led to playing jazz more than other form or music? 

C. I think after playing for a couple of years in the sur
roundings that were pretty much stock arrangements and sorta 
like the record we Ire lis,tening to, like top 40 radio back 
when I started playing. I was also influenced at home in ano
ther direction. My folks had a lot of old jazz records, 78's. 
Ekstein also and I just took more of a liking to playing jazz 
at that early age but I wasn't able to execute it. I had to 
practice a lot. So, after some years of steady practicing, I 
was able to ~provise and I think from that point on it's been 
the most comfortable form of playing for me. I kinda tend to 
lean towards jazz more than R & R although R & R is a very 
legitimate form of music. 

I'\~~"i A 

by SHERYL NIERNBERGER 
Last summer when in KC, Cornelius Bumpus, sax player of the 
Doobie Bros. discovered PennyLane.After browsing over an hour 
Cornelius found several blues and jazz albums and we found a 
friend. He's such a kind and easy-going guy that it seemed a 
natural for PITCH readers to find out more about this talented 
musician that is an important part of the Doobie's jazz sound 
of today. The following is taken from d phone interview made 
after his visit, from his home in California. 

S. When did you join the Doobie Brothers? 

C. I joined late March of 1979. 

S. How did it happen that you started giging with the Doobie 
Brothers? 

C. I was playing with a band called the Original Haze which 
had a guy named Jerry Miller who was the lead guitar player in 
Moby Grape. We opened up a DB concert benefit, in Santa Cruz 
about 1977. During one of the breaks I talked to Jeff Baxter 
and Pat Simmons for just maybe five minutes or so and they 
mentioned they liked the way I played and I didn't really 
think much ~f it, I just said Thanks, and I had to leave cause 
I had another gig to go to. So they called about two years 
after that and wanted to know if I wanted to come up and jam 
at one of their rehearsals I said okay, and so we did that for 
about two days and then they offered me the gig. So that's 
about it. 

S. Have you been mostly touring or doing studio work? 

C. We had toured a lot during that time. We've been allover 
the U.S. several times and twice to Canada. Actually there has 
been much studio work also. We did the No Nukes album of 
course that was a live recording, Sesame-stre;t album, and 
One2!~ Closer. There's been about half-a-dozen TV shows and 
that's about it for the Doobies. I've done some other artists 
during that time. 

S. Would you name some of the others you've recorded with? 

C. Both of Amy Holland's albums, Tom Johnston's latest album, 
Tim Goodm~n and a new 3~pel:'>lli<l~R.,A.ISo'~4.,i;;.~~~~~.~ is 
due ~ut by the end of the year:"CRescheduled for ~arly'82) 
To support my album I am thinking of going out on the road 
after the band comes back from the far east.and before we go 
into the studio in February. ,I think I really need to go out 
and play small clubs just like I did for many years before I 
got the DB gig. Just in order to do some things that I'm un
able to do with the group, you know. More so lately I've been 
wanting to play more jazz which was the reason for me to re
cord a solo album and at the same time I've been able to real
ize that it's'just something that the band'il not really geared 
into. It is a great~,lIounding band I accept the music we are 
playing for what it is, it's very good, but it's still not all 
that's happening in the musical realm. It is a band influenced 
by more that R & R so I'm able to kinda jazz around in solos 
and whenever. 

S. Do you think you'll get to the midwest when you go out to 
play the small clubs? 

C. I sure hope so. I'm going to try to go out for about six 
weeks. That should take me quite a ways from California. 

S. Did you write all the songs on your album? 

C. Yes, I did. 

S. Are you going to have any tunes on the new Doobie record? 

C. Yea, I'll have probably one song. I don't know what it's 
gonna be yet but I'll have it together when the time comes. 

S. I really like the tune you wrote on One Step Closer called 
"Thank You Love". After hearing that song it seems obvious to 
me you try to project love from your music. I notice it's 
through a publishing company, Heavenly Thrust Music. Would you 
care to expand on what you communicate to music listeners? 

C. That particular song was written about my wife. It has a 
Latin influence which is one of my favorite types of music and 
the lyrics are actually a true ekperi~nce. I like to write 
songs that convey a good message. I think that the majority, 
in fact most all the songs I've written are love songs. I like 
good uplifting lyrics. The publishing company you talked about 
Heavenly Thrust Music, is my publishing company and I got that 
title one day when I was sitting in church years ago and I was 
thinking of a n,me for a company and it just popped into my 
head. 

S. Back to studio work and producers, what's it like working 
with Ted Templeton? 

C. Ted's really a great producer in the sense that he's a mU
sician too. We first met in the late fifties in Santa Cruz and 
he was a drumme~ in a band called the Dukes of Rock and ROll'. 
This was just about the time I joined my first trio. He was 
drumming away then. Later when we were in junior college we 
were in a jazz sextet~He was playing .trumpet and I was play
ing tenor saxophone. So we've known about each other's musi
cal direction for many years before meeting up again On DB 

S. What were some of the people that you listened to at home 
when you were younger? Jazz artists? 

C. Basie 78's, old Nat King Cole Trio and saxophone player 
Eddie "Lockjaw" Davis who's still around. Then there was this 
woman in his group at least on these couple of records I have 
and her name was Shirley Scott, Who's a great organ player and 
she's my favorite organ player today and Ella Fitzgerald's in 
there somewhere. Th~se were probably my earliest influences. 

S. Are there any particular artists that you listen t.Q' today 
and respect a lot? 

C. Yeah, I got a bunch of people that I really like right now. 
Several people of every instrument. On guitars: Wes Montgom
ery, Gr~nt Green, George Benson, Pat Martino, a saxophone 
player 1S George Coleman ,and great keyboard player Ahmed 
Jamal. Ray Charles has really been a big influence as well. 

S. Do you play any other instruments or write with any other 
instrument besides the sax? 

c. Actually I don't really write on the saxophone. It's more 
the piano and guitar. 

S. When did you pick up the saxophone? 

C. Twenty-five years ago then I joined a trio after seventh
grade, I mentioned earlier. It was group that played stand
ards. We didn't play any jazz or rock & roll songs. It was a 
straight dance trio. 

C. I haven't seen them for years. I think they work 
daytime now. 

S. What other directions musically have, you gone2 

Just 
that. Blues with a reggae slant. I was in another reggae band 
with an African name I can't remember. I've been in a lot of 
jazz groups but rhythm and blues mostly. 

S. Do you frequent the music scene in California. live clubs, 
or step in with anybody, and jam? 

C. It's been a while since I sat in. on any jam sessions, I 
used to do that a lot. The last few years I have kind of 
limited that. I value my time at home with the family,. you 
know, of course I practice every day at home but we're kind of 
remote, ~ast of San Francisco out in the countrv. There's 
really nothing musically happening Out her •• I think the last 
time I sat in with anybody was the last tim. on tour near 
Detroit. There was a great band in the lounge in the hotel 
where we were staying. They were jazz, basically, but they 
were playing top 40 along with the jazz. I sat in with them 
and it was fun. 

S. Do you have any children? 

C. We have a boy five months, Aaron, and we want to have a few 
more. 

S. Congratulations! Happy harmony to you, your family and your 
music from the PITCH staff and myself. 

C. I'm just thankful for this opportunity to share things in 
m,y life. 

TRnGERlnE DRERm 

by Chris Hall 

TANGERINE DREAM/Exit 
Elektra 557 List $8.98 

• ',~ J:t< \ 

These guys 'seem to have found their niche 
in the S/T business and are finally gain
ing some ground in the Vangelis/Tomita/ 
Carlos marRet. Through the history of per
sonnel changes and diversity in composi
tion there\ still runs a consistent line of 
creativity and foresight. 

These are the people who should've done 
the "Heavy Metal" SiT. They embody the 
science-fiction/fantasy contingent yet are 
hardly recognized by the people who, would 
perhaps, appreciate them the most. 

~;;;;;;;;;;;:;:~:·"III While it's doubtful this album would win 
.... ______ .... II1II •• awards in composition (ludicrous ritual 

- anyway) they still show skill in assimila
tion of texture and a unique sense in the 
balancing of dynamics. 
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THE 

2 concert reVIeWs: • 
freshaire 
&ELO 

I can 't imagine a better overall atmosphere for this concert. 
A lazy Sunday afternoon, a gentle rain falling, all of the 
makings of a magical concert. Fresh Aire is not actually the 
name of their overall concept of using old musical formulas in 
conjunction with more contemporary hardware (mostly electronic 
synthesizers etc.). The Manllheim Steamroller is their actual 
name. 

Pamphlets were handed out upon being seated, that explained 
the concept, gave a brief history of Fresh Aire and outlined 
the concert's proceedings. The concert was held in two parts
the first half was an out-of-doors perception, the later half 
was of thought perception. 

The sound system appeared modest, but proved to be adequate. 
The four classically trained musicians, along with rolling 
fog, appeared! The musicians all wore single -sided headsets, 
presumably for tape cues. Obviously the four of them alone 
could not reproduce the variety of instruments used on parts 
of their recordings. 

It was difficult to pick out the parts that were pre-recorded 
from the parts actually being played, but at points one could 
not help but tell more was being heard than being played. 

During the fkst half, many nature-slides and films were pre
sented in conjunction with particular pieces. Exciting more 
than just audio-visual senses during one piece based on a 
flower, the theatre was filled with the odor of flowers. Un
fortunately the odor was emitted not more than ten feet from 
where we were seated to the rear of the theatre, making it a 

but nonetheless, quite unique. Another high
titled "Toccata" which was the most intense 

tunes performed. Films .and slides of almost 
ser-like images were projected onto their 36 foot screen, 

simul taneously • 

raIl, I enjoyed t1;e concert but I was not as impressed as 
~,JII III EUll¥vn~;f; 

Fresh Aire's music, it is next to impossible to reproduce liVe 
what their audiophile records reproduce on your stereo. A 
critic I'm not, but, I think Fresh Aire' s music stands up well 
enough on it s own. Less visual trickery and more concentra
tion on the music itself would have produced a more balanced 
show. --by LANE TURNER 

ELO "So Sad" concert Review 

I wish I .could say it was a great concert ••• I wish I could 
say ELO mairitains the integrity they once had. But, like so 
many things today ELO has also changed. 

Sad to me and gone are the flowing string passages mixed and 
flavored with the. precise vocals and guitar leads. What we 
have now is another "high technology rock band". Brandishing 
guitars as weapons openly assaulting us with mega-decibel 
"new wave" influenced rock and off-balance vocals. 

Highlights, well the violin solo brought back the old ELO 
mystique and the tribute to "John Lennon" .•• nice ••• but a ne
cessity ••• When you consider his influence on their music, 
style, lyrics and pattern. 

Again, I wish I could say it was a great concert ••• and I 
wish I could say ELO maintains the integrity they once has .•. 
those "shrouded musicians" an ••• "electric light orchestra" a 
blend of tradition and contemporary electricity, the idea of, 
and an importance of innovation. I guess it's easier to follow 
than to lead. 

Hall and Oates were great with new, outstanding backup musi
cians. Their sound was energetic and interesting. They now 
have one of the best saxophone players I've heard in a great 
while; as well as an extremely well..,.versed bassist. Hall and 
Oates was the concert of the evening. Hall and Oates were' an 
unpretentious blend of energy and harmony. It's exciting 
watching six men enjoying each other's talents and their music. 

--by R. J. BEIGE 
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MOR~:~, C~~~~~~~LICITY REV. DWIGHT FRIZZELL, WRITER, MUSICIAN, 

KATE BUSH/NEVER FOR EVER PER~~~~~ijRRAY/MING 
JOHN & SLYVIA EMBRY/AFTER WORK MEREDITH MONK/DOLMEN MUSIC 

+~~ ~~~XT~S'~~~H~Df't~~~~ER LAUmR:?~~~9~E ~E ~~~R~~~~T ~gH~PEND 
R.M. VOLLENWEIDER, LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER, RONALD SHA::VNO=~~~K~~'EYE ON YOU 
ARTI STE WORLD SAXOPWONE QUARTET /WSQ 

~Mtl,R~{~~AYING WITH A DIFFERENT SEX :gm~~ m~~~:::~t~I:D~~~~-BODY SHAKE-
JOY DIVISION/WARSAW 
~j~~ ENG INES/? 

PHIL FORD, GUARD, KC KINGS 
ROLLING STONES/TATTOO YOU 
RICK JAMES/STREET SONGS 
EARTH, WIND & FIRE/RAISE 

REGGIE KING, POWEll FORWARD, KC KINGS 

~m~I~I~~W:~1A~LOD"Y 
BRIAN COLGAN, METAL MERCHANT AT PENNYLANE NORTH 

THE SHOEslTONGUE TWISTER 

RICK JAMES/STREET SONGS 
UFO/THE WILD, THE WILLING AND THE INNOCENT 
DEF LEPPARD/H I GH N' DRY 

~~g=:(~~R GROUP/MSG ERNIE GRUNFIELD, POINT GUARD, KC KINGS 
ROLLING STONES/TATTOO YOU 

~:~mp~~:E i:~~~~~~ s~grH~R CROSS 
-BASED ON OVERALL INTENSITY 

LARRY DREW, GUARD, KC KINGS 
KOOL & THE GANG/~THING SPECIAL 

~~~~' P:~~R~~mT ~~~SE 

CHR~~N~I~=~~~mL~LT 
m~N~~~~H O~F T~~~~E 
~~~C~t~:~~~c~~~g~~G IN MALAYA 4TH WORLD 

PAULA JACKSON, ORDER DESK, CUSTOMER SERVICE 
ROSANNE CASH/SEVEN YEAR ACHE 
TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS/HARD 

PROMISES 

VOL II 
-MY MOM WOULD HATE TH I S STUFF 
-LEAGUE OF GENTLEMEN/BOOTLEG 

~:Y El:6~M:~m I ~?~M~rr~E LOTTA 
DAVID .LINDLEY/EL RAYO X 

BILL LOTH, FORMER EMPLOYEE, REGGAE REVIEWER 
EXTRAORD I NA IRE 

BILL LAVERY, POLYGRAM REP 
THE JAM/SOUND AFFEFS 

~~E~'~~~~~S~~~M MELODIES 
NILS LOFGREN/NIGHT FADES AWAY 
IAN GOMMIWHAT A BLOW 

-GREG KIHN, GO GO'S, PHIL SEYMOUR 

ROSIE & THE CHEEKS, VARIOUS 
BURUNDIS/BURUNDI BLACK 
K INKS/G IVE THE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WANT 
ROCKPILE/SECONDS OF PLEASURE 
GARLAND JEFFREYS/ESCAPE ARTIST 
GRACE JONES/tHGHTCLUBBING 

-RODNEY CROWELL 
-HYPNOTIC EFFECT OR 
CAN I DANCE TO THI S RECORD 

S. 0' KELLEY, FR I END OF R. SCHLAUTOME I ER 
WORLD SAXOPHONE QUARTET /WSQ 
RIP RIP & PANIC/GOD 
AMIRI BARAKA/NEW MUSIC, NEW POETRY 
ERIC DOLPHY/LAST DATE 
P. I • L .!FLOWERS OF ROMANCE 

DAN C·ONN, RESIDENT SCHIZOPHRENIC 
JOHN MARTYN/GRACE & DANGER 

~~~t~~~ ~~~~, SE~7~A~~:~E ACHE 
ROLLING STONE~TATTOO YOU 
JOE PASS & JIMMY ROWLES/CHECKMATE 

-ARTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT, ORIGINALITY-
GOOD SALES BASED ON MUSICAL MERIT 
I NSTEAD OF LABEL HYPE ••• 

STEVE PARKS/MOVIN' IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

:~~E si~~~~~N~E~I~lT~L~~ONT 
:Wo~~L~u~,~~~~~s~m~u ON THE BAYOU 

SHERYL NIERNBERGER, PENNYLANE BABYSITTER & 
BOTTLEWASHER 

RODNEY CROWELL/RODNEY CROWELL 
JOAN ARMTRAD I NG/WALK UNDER LADDERS 
BUNNY WAlLER/IN I FATHERS HOUSE 

~~m~A~X~~7~~~gri~x ALL THE WAY 

E J GEORGE, BULLSHIPPER 
J. GE ILS BAND/FREEZE FRAME 
TUBES/COMPLETION BACKWARDS PRINCIPLE 
ROCKETS/BACKTALK 
RAINBOW/JEALOUS LOVER-12" EP 
BEATLES/ ANY 

JI~~R:1U~I~~~n~M :E;::6~ CLERK 
MIKE MAINIERI/WANDERLUST 

~~~mT c~wm~~g~'~~i~9W~~~M THE HEART 
STEVIE NICKS/BELLA DONNA 

·THESE ALBUMS DRAW EMOTI ONS FROM DEEP I NS I DE ME. 
THEY ARE CLEAR AND VERY WELL DONE. TRUELY PIECES 
OF GOOD ENTERTAINMENT & MUS.lCAL ART. FANTABULOUS!! 

JAY ~~~D~~~7~' V~~S ;~R E~~~~R 
DAVID BYRNE7CATHER INE WHEEL 
KRAFTWERK/ COMPUTER WORLD 

'IOPU 
1. •• POLICE/Ghost in the Machine 
2 ••• CARLY SIMON/Torch 
3 ••• CARS/Shake It Up 
4 •.• NEIL YOUNG/Reactor 
5 ••• FOOLS FACE/Tell America 
6 ••• ROLLING STONES/Tattoo You 
7 ••• DAN FOGELBERG/Innocent Age 
8 ••• HALL & OATES/Private Eyes 
9 ••• PLAClDO OOMINGO/Perhaps Love 

10 ••• FOREIGNER/Four 
11. •• OLIVIA NEWTON -JOHN/Physiccl 
12 ••• J. GEILS BAND/Freeze-Frame 

mutiTAzz 'IOP12 
1. .. EARTH, WIND & FIRE/Raise! 
2 ••• EARL KLUGH/Crazy for You 
3 •.• AL JARREAU/Breakin' Away 
4 •.• JONES GIRLS/ 

Get As Much Love As You Can 
5 ••• BOB JAMES/Sign of the Times 
6 ••• DIANA ROSS/Why Do Fools Fall in Love 
7 •.• KOOL & THE GANG/Something Special 
8 .•. GEORGE BENSON/The Collection 
9 .•• PEABO BRYSON/I Am Love 

10 .•• QUINCY JONES/The Dude 
11. •. SPYRO GYRA/Free Time 

••. DIANA ROSS/All The Great Hits 

... _- The FURY of"---
Kansas Citys FIGHT r 

for QUALITY CINEMA. 



are 
barrel; 
skinuning 

the cream. Teresa 
Stratas gives a re-
3.ssuring, erotic 
performance on THE 
UNKNOWN KURT WEILL 

(Nonesuch 0-79019, 
$11.98 list price). 

Kurt Weill is, of 
course, the com
poser who, .along 
with an impres
sive list of 
lyricists, in
cluding Bertolt 
Brecht, Lang
ston Hughes, & 
Jean Cocteau, " 
reinvented 
musical the
ater in the 

1920 's and '30' s, 
while creating the song 

classics "Mack the Knife", "Alabama 
Song", "Speak Low", "September Song", 

"Lost In the Stars", and "Trouble Man". 
Stylistically situated somewhere between Weill's 
early THREE-PENNY OPERA style, and the hallucina
tory passages in Hermann Hesse's STEPPENWOLF, the 
songlyrics on UNKNOWN change from sentiment to 
satire to surrealistic mystery-play by single turns 
of phrase. Songstress Teresa Stratas handles the 
nuances admirably. 
KLOPS-LIED (1925) leads off this reviewers list of 
favori te -cuts. Sample lyric: !'Here I'm sitting 
eating meatballs. A sudden knock. ( ••• ) All of a 
sudden the door is open. ( ••• ) The door was shut 
but now it's open." These words are sung agai~lst 
witty, melodic scoring for piano' sensitively play
ed by Richard Woitach. 
BERLIN IM LICHT-SONG (BERLIN IN LIGHTS SONG) is an 

al 
Jon Lotushead would place on his 

"TOp of the Pops". Boasting such minimalist ultra
schmalz lines as: "Corne on, turn on the lights so 
we can see for sure/what the big deal is: Berlin in 
Lights", it is hard to keep in mind that all this 
was written in 1928. 
Quick-segue to Cut 3, Side 2: The liner notes flash 
back to first Kurt/Cocteau meeting. Jean Cocteau 
tries to spaak German. Kurt expresses surprise, 
and asks if Cocteau really speaks German. Cocteau 
says, "Yes-- all nouns", and goes into the next 
room, returning shortly with the lyrics to THE -
FAREWELL LETTER. As. played on UNKNOWN, Weill's 
careful craftsmanship and structuring emerges very 
much in evidence throughout. 
SCHICKELGRUBER is a song Weill composed in 1942 
while working for Fight For Freedom, Inc., an 
organization started to promote America's entry 
into World War II. Tallulah Bankhead, Burgess 
Meredi th and Melvyn DOuglas narrated FF:t" s radio
theater pageant IT' S FUN TO BE FREE, for which 
Weill .composed the music. SCHICKELGRUBER, concocted 
about this time, and winningly brought to life here 
by the voice of Teresa Stratas, is campy, anti-Nazi, 
and just plain. dumb. 
Ms. Stratas is, according to Kim Kowalke (author of 
the liner notes), now incurably hooked on Weill's 
music. So am I, after hearing her performances. I 
reconunend you listen to a copy of THE UNKNOWN KURT 
WEILL, but not my copy. I will, of' course, be 
listen~g to ~ myself, and often. 
Other reconunended recordings of Kurt Weill's work 
include the THREE-PEl'l"'NY OPERA in an English version 
by the New York Shakespeare Festival Production 
(Columbia PS-34326, $5.98 list), and THREE-PENNY 
OPERA (Complete German version) with production 
supervision by Lotte Lenya (Odyssey Y2-32 977, list 
$10. 98). SILVERLAKE·- A WINTER'S TALE is great 
by the New York City Opera on Nonesuch (DB-79003, 
$23.98 list). THE LOTTE LENYA ALBUM on Columbia 
(MG-:-30087, $1l.98 list) is also a must-hear. 

AGENT ORANGE UPDATE ~lerting A~erica to the p:oblems 'caused by Agent Orange, which 
l.ncluded hl.s early mortall.ty. Michael Ryan, who was drafted in
to tpe army in 1965, and his wife, Maureen, had their first 

Agent Orange (2,4,5-T) was used by the U.S. government as a de
foliant in Vietnam to deny the enemy cover in dense jungle 
growth around bases. After field testing in 1961, the military 
began using Agent Orange in 1962 and continued through 1970. 
Applied by fixed-wing UC-123's (as pictured), helicopters, 
trucks, boats and backpacks, an estimated twelve million gal
lons were sprayed over three to four million acres. 

Agent Orange proved to be an effective defoliant • The areas 
sprayed with the chemical looked as if someone had "scoured the 
land with a silent death ray. It strangled the life out of 
everything. It was like winter time. There were areas four 
five miles wide. It seemed to go on forever," according to 
Jim Tucker. 

Jim "Saul" Tucker's testimony dealing with exposure to Agent 
Orange and his five-year fight for life was published in the 
PENNY PITCH Issue #12 (Oct./Nov.). Since then, Saul: (as he 
is known by his friends and fellow workers at PENNY LANE) 
has appeaLed on radio and TV exposing. the nightmare Agent 
Orange poisoning is causing Vietnam vets, their children, 
and a great number of Vietnamese. Saul has appeared on KCPT 
(channel 19), KCUR-FM, and KMBC (channel 9). 

Reported symptoms to contact with Agent Orange include chlor
acne (skin erruptions on the face, neck and back), loss of sen
sation in the extremities), nerve' damage, insomnia, 101)s of 
sexual drive, shortness of breath, a variety of stomach dis
orders including gastric ulcers, kidney pain,' depression, mem
ory and concentration disturbances, cancers of the liver, kid
ney, and lung, and a long list of birth defects in offspring. 

I'I DIED IN VIETNAM AND DIDN'T EVEN KNOW IT ,/I 
--PAUL REUTERSHAN 

Many others have suffered adverse effects to what is bel ieved 
to be Agent Orange poisoning. In 1978, Paul Reutershan, a Viet
nam veteran dying of cancer, gave the last year of his life 

child on January 20, 1971. Kerrie Ry~n was Qgrn ~~~~~~~~~~@ 
birth defects including a missing thumb on the r'i: 
right hand was attached to her elbow}. a hole in her heart 
internal doubling of her reproductivEf·ot-gaas. Michael Ryan 'was 
exposed to Agent Orange in Vietnam and suffered chloracne along 
with more serious symptoms. He believes that the Agent Orange 

for his daughter's birth defects and t 

In January, 1979 Vietnam veterans (including Jim Tucker) filed 
suit against the five chemical companies that.1Ila.l:Iii4Ct.u.ril~.iAigE!nt··· 
Orange. The veterans are asking that manufacturers establish a 
tax-exempt reserve fund to #meel: h~alth and welfare needs caused 
by the Agent Orange., .including: 

COMPENSATION FOR LOST INCOME" 
MEDICAL CARE .. 
AND VOCATIONAL REHAB I L IT A nON. 

suit also seeks a ban on all sales of Agent Orange and a 
declaration that the manufactureres are trustees of the publ ic 
heal th who must protect the interests of the environment and the 
people who live in it. 

The chemical company de'fendants in the Agent Orange suit have 
turned around and sued the United States government. The suits, 
filed separately by each of the five defendants, allege that 
the United States government and not the chemical companies are 
responsible toveterans harmed by the Agent Orange. Concerning 
the original use of Agent Orange in .. Vietnam, the defendants 
con tend: 
THE GOVERNMENT FAILED TO ADEQUATELY TEST AGENT ORANGE BEFORE 
ITS USE; AND THE GOVERNMENT FAILED TO USE AGENT ORANGE PROPERLY" 
APPLYING IT INDISCRIMINATELY" IN HIGH CONCENTRATIONS" AND FAIL-
I NG TO PROPERLY I NSTRUCT AND PROTECT THE SOLD I ERS WHO HANDLED IT. 
A 1949 law prohibits military personnel from suing the govern
ment. 

Defendants in that suit include Dow Chemical Company and Monsan
to Company. A Monsanto spokesman in St. Louis, quoted in the 
KANSAN, denied that there was medical or scientific evidence to 
link Agent' Orange with any adverse health effects . 

There is "no specific treatment (for those suffering from Agent 
Orange poisoning) and we are not encountering veterans who have 
been diagnosed having dioxin poisoning," says Dr. James Brown 
of the VA Hospital in Kansas City during an interview with the 
PITCH. The problem that the veterans face, in the courtroom and 
at the VA Hospital, is that there is "no routine tests available 
to determine if someone has been exposed to the dioxin," to 
quote again Dr. Brown. This may be one reason few vets have been 
scientifically diagnosed with the dioxin poisoning. Testing a 
cubic inch of fat in vets exposed to·Agent Orange was used to 
determine poisoning until a VA study found "traces of dioxin" 
both in Vietnam vets and a domestic control group. These traces 
were said to not be "dangerous" to life. Concerning the ve'ts 
who are suffering from'-symptoms thought to be caused by Agent 
Orange, "there is no way of saying these problems are due to 
the dioxin," to quote a spokesman for the Kansas City VA Hos
pital. 

Vietnam Vets who are having problems or believe they were 
exposed to AGENT ORANGE will find free assistance at: 

MC DONAGH MEDICAL CENTER 
2800 Kendalwood Parkway 
KCMO 

816-453-5940 



THE PENNY PITCH 

INTERVIEW 
WITH CHARLES 
AMIRKHANIAN 

Compose1', poet, and pe1'aussionistCJha1''Les Ami1'khanian is 
one of the 'Leading p1'aatitione1's of te:ct-sound aomposition 
in the United States. He is an int(llg1'a'L pa1't of KPFA-FM 
in Be1'ke'Ley. Ca'Lifo:ronia IJJhe1'e he is knolJJn inte1'nationa'L'Ly 
fo1' his b1'oadaast p1'oduction of nelJJ musia, a1't, and poet1'y. 
His 1'eao1'd, LEXICAL MUSIC (1'160 A1'ah (/1'1'19 $8.98 'List) 
is avai'Lab'Le th1'ough Penny Lane. He has a'Lso p1'oduaed 
10 + 2: 12 AMERICAN TEXT SOUND PIECES (1'160 A1'oh fl1'162) 
IJJhiah ina'Ludes pieaed by John Cage and Robe1't Ash'Ley, 
and THE COMPLETE STUDIES FOR PLAYER PIANO by Con 'Lon 
Nanaa1'1'OIJJ Vo'Lumes 1-3 (1'160 A1'ah fl1'168,fl1'1'1'1, fl1'186 
$8.98 'List eaah). Con'Lon Nanaa1'1'OIJJ (bo1'n 1912) began his 
p'Laye1' piano pieaes in 1949 lJJith a se1'ies of jasz, b'Lues 
studies. Some of his p'Lqye1' piano studies, IJJhiah may take 
many months to lJJ1'ite and moments to pe1'fo1'm, a1'e int1'i
aate'Ly 'Laye1'ed in lJJays impossib'Le to dup'Liaate e:caept by 
p'Laye1' piano. The foHolJJing inte1'vielJJ with Cha1''Les Ami1'
khanian was aonduated by Rev. Dwight F1'izzeH in Kansas 
City, Septembe1', 1981. 

NOTE. YOl) 'FILOW THE NOTE EVERY ONCE IN A WHILE AND SING A 
BUNCH OF NOTE':; AROIJND THAT ONE NOTE. I WAS INTERESTED IN THE 
RHYTHM. I IISED THE PITCH RELATIONSHIPS IN THE PIECE. "MUGIC" 
(APPEARS ON 1750 ARCH RF.CORDC; 11779) SIMILAR Tn THE 

,BA-BENZELE. HERBIE HANCOCK USED ONE .OF THESE FLUTES ON THE 
"HFADHtlNTF.RS" LP. 

G: HOW OlD YOU FIRST MEET CONLON NANCARROW? 

A: tHAD RF.AO HI" NAME IN THE "NEW MUSIC EDITION" OF HENRY 
COWELL'S. HE PUBLISHED SOME OF NANCARROW'S WORK. IN '68, I 
WA"I IN ~HlRAOF.LL.I "GUARE WHICH IS A WONDERFUL, OLD CHOCOLATE 
FACTORY. IT'C:; ALL BRICK AND CONVERTED INTO A SHOPPING CENTER. 
GHtRADF.I.L.I "IGIIARE HAD A PERFORMANCE OF MERCE CUNNINGHAM'S 
DANCE COMPANY. NANCAAROW'S MUSIC WAS COMING OUT OF SOME 
SPF.AKF.RC:;. I WENT UP TO GORDON MUMMA AND SAID. "WHAT IS THIS?" 
GORDON SAID. "THIS IS THE MUSIC OF CONLON NANCARROW.' CAGE AND 
I FOIIND THI" AMAZING GUY." I FLIPPED OUT I WANTED TO GO MEE'T 
HIM. I HAD JUST GOTTEN OUT OF GRADUATE SCHOOL AT SAN FRAN
CIC;CO c;TATE. I WAS WORKING AT THE SEA OF RECORDS, A BIG COL
LECTOR'" STORE IN SAN FRANCISCO, JUST LIKE YOU DO NOW. THAT 
WAC; MY WORLO. I LIVED IN RECORD". I STILL DO BECAUSE OF MY 
RADIO WORK. CAROL AND I HAD JU"T GOTTEN MARR lED IN DECEMBER 
OF ',t,R. IN THE SUMMER OF '69. I WAS TO TAKE OVER AS THE MUSIC 
OIRECTOR OF KPFA. I "AID. "HEY. LET'S TAKE A MONTH OFF AND GO 
DOWN AND MF.FT NANCARROW." SO WE DROVE OUR LITTE VOLKSWAGEN 
OOWN TO MEXICO CITY. IT BROKE DOWN A COUPLE OF TIMES. NATUR
ALl.Y. WF. MFT NANCARROW IN .JUNE OF'69. NANCARROW WAS WONDER
FUL. HE TOOK US TO ALL THE RESTAURANTS THAT DIDN'T HAVE MUSAK 
AND HAD GRFAT FOnO. HE WAS ABSOLUTELY CHARMING. HE WAS LIVING 
BY HIMSELF AT THAT TIME ••• AND HIS CATS. YOKO AND HE GOT TOGE-

G: HOW 010 YOU COME TO COMPOSE "DUTIFUL DUCKS"? THFR A YFAR IATF.R. FINALLY. IN 1977, I HAD CONVINCED ANOTHER 
RECORD COMPANy •••• I HAD BEEN WORKING FOR FANTASY. THEY WANTED 

A: T 1 .. tKF THF. r.HIl.Dl.IKE QUALITY OF REPEATING SOMETHING UNTIL TO no A FANTAC;Y/PACtE"tCASERIE" nF RECORDS:--ITNEVERGcif~F 
IT I3ECOMES ,JUc;T A SOUND ••• I FIND LANGUAGE TO .BE EXTREMELY THE GROUND. NANCARRO~"WOULD HAVE BEEN ONE OF THE PROJECTS IF 
FUNNY, FC;PFr.tAUY THE WAY C;nME PEOPLE UC;E IT. IN THAT SENSE I THFY HAO Ar.r.FPTEO IT. BUT THE' PEOPl.E .AT FANTASY WEREN'T 
SHARE THE INTEREST THAT (.)ERTRUDE ClTEIN HAD FOR CONVERSATION-- REALLY INTERESTED. AMONG A LIST OF TWENTY PROPOSALS TO ARCH 
REPFTITtON AND THF ABSURD GEClTIJRF" THAT REClULT FROM ORDINARY "TRFFT. WHICH INr.U}1)FD ELECTRONIC MUSIC BY WOMEN. I PUT DOWN 
DrSCOURSE. I JUST OON'T LIKE TO BE BORED. A LOT OF POETRY IS THE NANCARROW IDEA. TOM BUCKNER. THE OWNER OF ARCH RECORDS 
SO c;FRtoOC; ANO MnNUMFNTAL IN IT'''1 ATTEMPT TO DESCRIBE SITUA- SAlO, "aoY. I .JUClT HEARD SOME OF THIS GUY'S MUSIC ON COLUMBIA 
TIONS AND MAKE PRONOUNCEMENTS THAT GO TOTALLY IN THE OTHER RECORDS AND I CAN'T RELIEVE IT. YOU'VE GOT TO GO DO THIS." SO 
DIRF.r.TtnN. "mJTtFUL DUCKCl" IS A PIECE WHERE THE IMAGES COME HE SFNT aoa SHOEMAKER AND I DOWN TO MEXICO CITY. WE TAPED 
FROM AN ACTUAL LIFE EXPER IENCE. THIS HAPPENS ONCE EVERY FIVE EVERYTHING CONLON HAD EVER DONE INCLUDING THINGS WHICH HE 
OR. cnx PIFr.EC;. I WAC; AT A CORPnRATION FnR PUBLIC BROADCASTING WI"HED WF. HADN'T TAPED BECAUSE THEY WERE EARLY EXPER'rMENTS. 
CONFERENCE ATA PLACE THAT WAS FORMERLY A PLANTATION IN THE THESE ARE COMING OUT ON THIS FIVE-RECORD SET. BUT NOW CONLON 
18th r.FNTURY IN VIR(.)INIA. IT'S CALLED AIRLIE HOUSE. AIRLIE HA"I COMPOSED A WHOI.E BUNCH OF NEW MUSIC. HE'S' NOW RECEIVING 
HOU"E I" ALSO THE PLACE WHERE THE CIA HOLDS THINK-TANK SESS- COMMISSIONS. HE IS FINALLJ( BEING ABLE TO GET A LITTLE BIT OF 

~~:'~E~~\cili~~N;~S~U~~N~R6~i~EO~0~~L~~~ ~~i~~~SB~~!~~. S~~:- MONF.Y WHICH HE DESPERATELY NEEDS. 

MEMRF.R MF.l.VIN LAIRD!, (CHUCKLE) HE WAS THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE G: WHAT IS IT LIKE BEING IN THE ROOM WITH HIS PLAYER PIANOS? 

tN ONDER NIXON. WELL THERE WAS. ME\e'41N.'S BRONZE HEAD BRINGING A: IT'''1 AClTOUNDING. AROUND THE ROOM. WHICH IS ALL CONCRETE-
ME RAI':K Tn REALITY ~Y NOW ANO-n:lEN. SPEAKING OF HEADS. 
~.~!iI~~~~~' <STHEREFROM A GERMAN RADIO STATION WHD..WAS TRY:,: BLOCK LIt)tED. WITH WALLS A FOOT THICK. YOU HAVE TOTAL SILENCE. 

TF.U., ALL us COMMUNITY BROADCASTERS THAT THEON,LY WAY TO ~~F~N~F. S~~:-~SU~L!~IS~E t~; ~i;sP~~Yi~ ~~~N~:A~~~u~U6~A~ ~~~L 
GO WAS TO RECORD.ALL OF OUR P.ROORAM9WITH A 5TYROFOAMHl::AD JUqTf.'IP~i'lF:l) ~f~,.A ,"lET. nIS SO INCREDIBLY LOUD. IN FACT 

~~6~E~H~E0~~~i~~~\~~R~E~~R~H~~~ ~R~E~=~~~~6~DB~~E~~C~~~ THAT'" THE WAY TO LISTEN TO THOSE RECORDS. JACK THEM UP TO 

~~ __ :T=W~f~l ~M~r~. K~F.~,S~T~H;F.~WA~'(~n~I~JR~H;E~A~O~SeE~P~A~R~A.TE~S~O~U~R~T~W'O~E:AeR;S~. ~W~E~H~A~D~6~0~~~;~~,~~~"I:~~~:1ltri.~li=~~~: ~.~ ~~~~ CI~~~R T~~N T~~R_ 
I' Af~Fr.ORnrN(~ OF A WR L WRESTLERS WERE '~' '~~~ e;TRtN~ BREAKS DORING THE RECORDING SESSION. IT 

5 "".~".~WtRLlNG AROtll!JD US. THEY INTRODUCED ONE TAPE THAT THEY SAID TAKES A OAY TO FIX. YOU HAVE TO TAKE THE PLAYER MECHANISM OUT 
''''~~. OIN(.) OF A HY"TFRFCTOMY. J DIO'T WANT TO LISTEN. -1 "0 ANO r.ALI. A TIJNF.R. IT'C; A BIG PROCES"I. IT'S VERY EXCITING 
MI. RUT I THOUQHT I WAS HEARING IT BECAU~E SOME BEING AROl)ND ALL THOSE BOOKS AND RECORDS. HE HAS A CATALOG. 
KINO nF C)AWIN~ WACl GOING ON. IT HAo THI" GROTESOUE QUALITY... -FO.R EXAMPI.E. OF tNf)!AN r.LASSICAL MUSIC RECORDS FROM THE 40 'S. 
THIS GERMANIC, VERY PEDANTIC GUY TOtALLY HtSUNDER5TANDING THE HE'S CHECKED OFF ALL THE RECORDS HE'S ORDERED FROM BOMBAY. HE 
CONTEXT IN WHICH WF WERE MEETING; TO TALK ABOUT OUR PROBLEMS HAD AT LF.AClT 50~...JJP THEI'1,,--...H~N:LAl..L. THE ETHNIC MUSIC RECORDS 
OP aEING RROADCASTERS IN A SOCIETY THAT DQESN'T SUPPQRT SERI- FROM THE EARLY nAYS. AND ALL THE BESSIE SMITH. -L.(jUISAR~ 
oue; RAnIO. HFRF. HF. WAC;. PLAYING THESE INCREDIBLY FRIVOLOUS STRON~ AND F.ARL HINE" RECORDS~ HE HAD ALL THE "SOURCE" MAGA-
RADIO ORAMAS. IT GQT TO ME. A FRIEND OF MINE FROM HOLLAND. "A ZINES IN HIS HOUSE AND ALL THE "MUSIC QUARTERLY'S". HE ORDER-
BROADr.AC;TFR AT YTRn. THE MOST RADICAL STATION IN HOLLAND. AND ED AI.I. THESE BY MAIL. UP UNTIL 1970 HE RECEIVED ALMOST EVERY 
t WENT FOR A WALK ALTHOUGH IT WAS RAINING. ALLARQUND . THE MUSIC PERIODICAL IN EXISTENCE. LIGETI IS VERY FOND. NOW. OF 

(PLANTATION WERF. DUCKS. UP AND DOWN. THE HILLS. JUST LEAVING NANr.ARROW'S MUSIC AND HAS WRITTEN ME. IN HIS OWN WORDS HE 
'THEIR DROPPINGS EVER¥WHERE. IT WAS SO MUCH MORE INTERESTING SAID. "THlS MUSIC· IS THE GREATEST DISCOVERY SINCE WEBERN AND 
THAN WHAT WAS GOIN~ ON I NC; IDE. THESE WERE THE 'DUTIFUL DUCKS JVE"I". HF. DIDN'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT NANCARROW TILL HE BOUGHT 
THAT WERE KEEPING US ENTERTAINED. AT THE SAME TIME MY MOTHER THESE RECORDS. VOL I AND VOL II, IN A RECORD STORE IN PARIS. 
HAD NEARLY BEEN KILLFO IN A CAR ACCIDENT. SHE WAS HIT'BY A HE'" TElLING EVERYBODY IN~EUROPEABOUT NANCARROW. NANCARROW 
GUY WHO GOT OUT OF JAIL THE DAY BEFORE AND WAS REALLY DRUNK IS GETTING COMMISSIONS LIKE CRAZY. THE GERMANS WANT NANCARROW 
AND CRA"HEI) INTO THE CAR MY PARENTS WERE IN. THEIR CAR WAS TO FLY HIC; PIANOS OVER TO GERMANY FOR PERFORMANCE. WHICH 
KNOCKED INTO A FIRE-HYDRANT. THE HYDRANT EXPLODED. AND THEY CONLON REFUSES TO DO.. HE'S A VERY POLITICAL PERSON. WHICH IS 
HAn TROUB!.F. ~F.TTING THEM. OUT OF THE CAR. THE GUY ESCAPED.... WHY HE'S WING IN ICO AND NOT HERE. 
MY MOTHER HAD A CONCUSSION AND WAS OUT FOR THREE DAYS AND 
ALMOST DIDN'T LIVE. WHEN SHE RETURNED TO CONSCIOUSNESS SHE 
COULDN'T SEE STRAIGHT OR WRITE HER NAME STRAIGHT OR ANYTHING. 
I BOIJ~HT HFR SnMF.: PENS ANO TOOK THEM UP TO HER. WORKING WITH 
HF:R. SHE WAS TERRIBLY DEPRESSED. FINALLY SHE GOT SO THAT SHE 
COUI.D WRITF. HER NAMF., BUT NOT QUITE. SO SHE WROTE "E ••• L. •• 
E ••• A ••• " IN SCRIPT AND IT TRAILED OFF IN' A LINE';-SHE-WAS"'At.= 
WAYS HOLOIN(') TWO PENS FOR C;OME REASON. AND THAT'S DOUBLE 
"ELEA". SO THERE WERE ALL THESE IMAGES GOING AROUND IN MY 
HEAD ANO SOMF. THAT ARF. -JIJST IN THERE 'FOR RHYTHM AND TEXTURE. 
BF.CAUSE I WAS FLUSHING OUT THE PIECE ••• I FQUND MYSELF DIVIDED 
INTO A TRAntTIONAL SON~ FORM WHFRE THERE IS A CHORUS AND RE
FRAIN. I HAD NEVER WRITTEN A PIECE LIKE THAT. EVERYBODY WHO 
WRITFS "lONGS WRITES PtEI':ES LIKE THAT. 

0: WELL I THINK "DUTIFUL DUCKS" HAS HIT POTENTIAL. 

A: (L.AlJ~HS) HERE. HAVE A HIT ••• OF THIS. ABOUT HUMOR. I DON'T 
HAVE ANY THEORY ABOUT IT. CERTAIN THINGS SOUND EXOTIC TO ME 
ANO I USE THEM. THERE"S NO RULE FOR IT. I ALSO DON'T KNOW HOW 
I. CHOOSE THE WORDS I USE. I FIND MYSELF GRAVITATING TOWARDS 
CERTAIN WORDS A LOT. 

G: IS IT THE SOUND OF WORDS YOU'RE WORKING WITH? 

A: MORF. OF IT IS THE SOUNO THAN THE MEANING. THE FACT IS YOU 
CAN'T TAKE THE MEANING AWAY FROM WORDS SO IT'S STILL THERE. 
TRY TO DF-EMPHASI7.E THAT AND GET PEOPLE TO LISTEN TO THE 
SOUND OF THE WORDS. 

O' YOI) HAVE A STRONG INTEREST IN ETHNIC MUSICS. HOW HAS THIS 
INTFREST AFFF:CTED YOUR WORK? 

A: THERE IS ONE PIECE THAT IS BASED ON THE HINDE-WHOa FLUTE 
OF THE RA-REN7.ELF. PYGMIES. THAT'S A FLUTE THAT HAS ONLY ONE 
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THE PENNY PITCH IS EAGER TO PRINT 
ORIGINAL CREATIVE WRITING OR 
GRAPHICS. YOUR SUBMISSIONS MAY 
BE PRINTED. URIGINALS WILL NOT 
BE RETURNED L!NLESSBY SPECIAL 
REQUEST. StNUI U: 

grr::e;~u~;t~ist!n~er~r~:ii~~S ~o;,: !~: '::.ti~e~~~'l:!,"n::1~is~if.~ ~Tl!:Tr~. as ar~Oll~t" 
in the instsnee of anti-artista the non-nsturalistic art of the icon' of Pop art 1'1l:J'eiic 18t.r, Oli 
the ~rtist hS!! once again drawn works. of art not illustr.ated known as "Art Moderne". the Ollrl/gZ 4 rt lell. be' 

!ke I::'J~~af~o:':t a:; :~u:~v!O k~:!': i~elt::e~~n:;t~;~~ i!r"~t~is:Gt started Art J l llrt " go j~t 'tt,trt
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Rather, .the artlst position in tod~y's art· art sags from its nails~ bl.Jt to ' 
~he ~rhst. caned, them t.he "modern" aest!tetic a~t," incorporating "eaBPI" art the 
gIgantISm In art, Expressionism in art: mass medIaj the art ma~zines, folk art, 
the eyes of the a.rtist,lmodern artist's mind. artist forms images or 
romantic Hminimal" art, which lYe expect art to branch of art. 
art remaim~ art has resulted iart i~ ar~ W88 artist is artist has ~ i . 
" ... Ottoman art represents the npenmg or CarolingIan art ... " or H •• art 15' 

Minimalism'Nabi, 'Romanticism Italian Renaissance Pop Expl'e§:iiom~m 
Abstract Impre""ionism Mysticism Dada . Dada Dada Anti-Form oriental 
:::\eo-Romanticism Op Art "Eccentric Art.'! The arti:5t i~ Conceptual 
Pop New Realist Surrealist Cubist ~'mbolist Abstract Expressionist 
Impressionist great, butch artist. a fundamental chapter in modern art. = Art 
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On Laws and Tristano, 

. S02-7006 

and Jackson and Turner! 

and Harris and Jarrett! 

. . so 8807 so 8808 

-_ ON ATLANTIC RECORDS ~® ~ 
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THE PENNY PITCH 

In this picture we ar-e supposed to be standing on some neighboring planet and viewing the Moon from the side, thus 
getting an idea ot its true form. As the same end is always presented to the Earth the idea we gain that the Moon Is 
round from the terrestrial viewpoint is necessarily misleading. 



FREE 
UNCLASSIFIED J 

Brand new studio Silver Dollar mobile DJ 
monitors, excell- for anniversaries,wed-
ent sound,unbeliev- dings, birthdays,promS , 
ably cheap,great any special occasions, 
for home stereo. music to suit your needs 
call~~33-83~ Lights • call Nile 
For sale:original 417/667-9640 
Jimi Hendrix con- For sale 54 ford pickup 
cert poster $20, excellent condition.all 
78 Rpm recording original parts. restored 
studio $90. Rick $1300. 931-3920 ask for 

• 
Sheridan, 1745 ~ 

THE PENNY PITCH 

Louisiana St., Forsale wrecked '71 VW 
Lawrence, Ks 66044 parts or whole car. best 
913/842-6090 offer .• serious inquiries 
Guitars !Guitars! ~!:!1.-=-722-49~ ___ _ 
we buy,sell,trade Yard Apes should be seen '.'1. used and vintage and .not heard. 
Gibson Fender Mar- We videotape anything •. 
tin instruments weddings,band auditions 
repair service too art,parties,wills,insur-
12-6 Mon-Sat Cash ance inventories, family 
for used gui tars. reun ions, anything lWri te 
753-4210 or call Instant Replay 
DuChamp willing to Box 32093,KCMO,931-0060 
play private par- For sale Ns344 Yamaha--
ties, weddings, loud speakers-7 mos old 
circumcisions ,etc. but excellent condition 
For booking con- rated at 70 watts max. 
tact TOM, power capacity,high&mid 
816/252-9183 level controls $340.00 
Mr:-ETfIOt-;-sa-ITY-- 756 - 22 7.;:;.5.,----:---,,...,...,,.--__ 
~wavi!l£~~ Want to trade LP' s E-Z 
Guitarist-Blues- - have over 1,500 2nds 
Harp would like 'to 741-4956 ________ _ 
form Blues Band Hey TLH, you ditsy blond 
~all 624-899_5_ ~~.Y.!!..!...!..!.Kriends_-
Wanted: square-back Rolling Stones pics shot 
VW 70-74 good con- at Recent concert in 
dition. any color Cleveland,Ohio .excellent 

shots of all band memoer 
$15.00 per packet. hurry 
black & white,453-6566 

the rush. or 331-2448 
LOokIng for ~ Hurric·ane-"';look for your 
unique X-mas gift? bleeding-heart liberal 
consider Foolkiller ~~2.E.E.iE:.£.!...!...!...!....~ 

ten tickets-value 
$30.00 for $25.00 

d orders to Bill 
C 611"1 Rock-
hill, KCMO 64110 
Percussion looking 
for band, prefers 
rock & blues heav
ily influenced by 
1960's rock & Mud
dy Waters only ser
ious devotees of 
music need aply 
931-4207 
Wan ted: soundt rack 
& show records.all 
kinds .especially 
pre-1970 pressings 
private labels & 
all imports.includ
ing 78's,acetates, 
masters, etc. send 
complete info. 
DISCS,7 Whittemore 
Terr. Boston, MA 
~_25 ______ _ 

SFNn YOURS 
TO: 

PENNY PITCH 

4128 
BROADWAY 

~4r11 MO. 

PLEASE ••• 

25 WORDS 

MAXIMUM. 

•••• 
The Friends 

ofJ3ZZ Concert 
Series 

7:30P.M. 

CONVOCATION CENTER 

. ROCKHURST COLLl;GE, 5225 TROOSI 

KANsAs CITY, Mo. 
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